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Order, Family Court, Bronx County (Ruben A. Martino, J.),

entered on or about March 9, 2017, which, to the extent appealed

from as limited by the briefs, denied respondent mother’s motion

to vacate orders of custody and protection entered upon her

default, unanimously reversed, on the law, without costs, the

motion to vacate granted, and a temporary order of protection for

her daughter containing the same terms as the permanent order of

protection, and a temporary order of custody of the daughter to

petitioner, to issue for a period of 90 days following issuance

of this order, and the matter remanded for further proceedings in



Family Court.

The parties, Dayon G. (father) and Tina T. (mother), began a

relationship sometime in 2001.  On October 12, 2001, the mother

gave birth to a son, “S.T.”  S.T.’s biological father is unknown;

the parties agree that Dayon G. is not S.T.’s father.  The

parties separated in 2007 and the mother moved to Georgia with

S.T.  In 2009 the mother returned to New York with S.T. and the

parties resumed their relationship.  The mother gave birth to

“D.G.,” a girl, on September 22, 2011.  The father states that he

is D.G.’s biological father.  The parties’ papers refer to an

acknowledgment of paternity form that is not in the record.  The

mother has taken contradictory positions on whether the father is

D.G.’s biological father, but now asserts that he is not.  As

their relationship began to dissolve in 2014 the parties began to

bring various Family Court proceedings against each other, and

continued to do so in the ensuing years.  

Family Court issued two orders on default on October 21,

2016, which 1) issued an order of protection against the mother

on behalf of the father and D.G., and 2) awarded custody of D.G.

to the father.  The mother moved to vacate those two orders. 

Family Court denied the motion to vacate.  We now reverse.

The mother’s motion to set aside the custody order should

have been granted pursuant to CPLR 5015(a)(1).  Although the
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decision to grant or deny a motion to vacate a default rests in

the sound discretion of the court (Matter of Amirah Nicole A.

[Tamika R.], 73 AD3d 428, 429 [1st Dept 2010], lv dismissed 15

NY3d 766 [2010]), “default orders are disfavored in cases

involving the custody or support of children, and thus the rules

with respect to vacating default judgments are not to be applied

as rigorously” (Matter of Roshia v Thiel, 110 AD3d 1490, 1491

[4th Dept 2013], lv dismissed in part and denied in part 22 NY3d

1037 [2013] [internal quotation marks omitted]; see also Matter

of Melinda M. v Anthony J.H., 143 AD3d 617, 618 [1st Dept 2016]

[“this Court favors the resolution of disputes on their merits”]

[internal quotation marks omitted]). 

The mother demonstrated a reasonable excuse for her default

in the custody case, in that there is, at best, only equivocal

evidence in the record that she was ever served with the custody

petition (Melinda M, 143 AD3d at 619).  The mother repeatedly

advised the Family Court Judge, both in open court and in her

motion to vacate her default, that she had not seen any petition

in which petitioner sought custody of her daughter.  Indeed, the

attorney for the child and the mother’s assigned counsel advised

the court on August 29, 2016 and October 13, 2016, respectively,

that they had not seen such a petition.  Although the court told

the mother that there was a custody petition involving D.G.,
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there is no proof of service in the record.

In her affidavit in support of the motion to vacate, the

mother stated that she understood that the October 21 date was

for a settlement conference on the father’s petition seeking

guardianship of her son, which she did not oppose.  Moreover,

when it set the October 21 date, Family Court marked it “final”

against the father, not the mother. 

The mother alleged a meritorious defense to the custody

petition, in that she alleges that D.G. has always resided

primarily with her, asserts that petitioner is not the child’s

biological father and that she never signed the Acknowledgment of

Paternity alleging that he is, denies petitioner’s allegations

against her, and asserts that it would be in D.G.’s best interest

to award custody to her.  Since the mother demonstrated a

reasonable excuse and meritorious defense, we find that Family

Court improvidently exercised its discretion in denying the

mother’s request to vacate the final custody order.  Accordingly,

the final order of custody should be vacated.  

However, since D.G. has been living with the father since on

or about October 2016, and since, as discussed below, the court

had a proper basis on which to issue a temporary order of

protection in each child’s favor, the father should be granted

temporary custody of D.G. for a period not to exceed 90 days
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following the issuance of this order, and the custody petition

should be remanded to the Family Court for further proceedings.

 We also find that the order granting the family offense

petition involving D.G. must be vacated because the fact-finding

order on that petition is not supported by the record, and

because the mother had not been advised that a hearing would take

place that day.  The order of fact-finding and disposition on the

family offense petition states both that the mother did not

appear on October 21, 2016, and that she “voluntarily,

intelligently and knowingly admitted in open court” to having

committed the family offenses on which the final orders of

protection were based.  Since it is undisputed that the mother

did not appear on October 21, 2016, and there is no evidence in

the record that she admitted to any family offenses in open court

on any other occasion, the final order of protection concerning

D.G must be vacated, since the stated basis for its issuance is

not supported by the record.  There would have been no reason for

the mother to believe that a hearing on the family offense

petition for the daughter would be held that day, and she stated

that she did not so believe.  Accordingly, for this reason also,

the final order of protection with respect to D.G. should be

vacated.  
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However, since the Family Court heard sufficient testimony

at inquest to support issuance of a temporary order of protection

upon the same terms contained in the final order of protection

(Family Court Act § 828[1][a]), a temporary order for D.G. should

issue and remain in effect for 90 days following issuance of this

Court’s order, and petitioner’s family offense petition regarding

D.G. should be remanded to the Family Court for further

proceedings.

We do not reach the mother’s arguments pertaining to a

subsequent temporary order of visitation, which required that her

visits with the child be supervised, as that order is not

properly before this Court.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 19, 2018

_______________________
CLERK
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Friedman, J.P., Mazzarelli, Kapnick, Webber, Moulton, JJ.
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Defendants.
_________________________ 

The Wilson Law Firm LLC, Brooklyn (Earl A. Wilson of counsel),
for appellant.

Reed Smith LLP, New York (Zalika T. Pierre of counsel), for
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_________________________ 

Judgment of foreclosure and sale, Supreme Court, Bronx

County (Kenneth L. Thompson, J.), entered February 4, 2016,

unanimously affirmed, without costs.  Appeal from order, same

court and Justice, entered February 4, 2016, which granted

plaintiff’s motion for a judgment of foreclosure and denied

defendant Nancy Thompson’s cross motion to vacate a default and

file a late answer, unanimously dismissed, without costs, as

subsumed in the appeal from the judgment.

Defendant failed to demonstrate a reasonable excuse for her

delay in appearing or answering the complaint (see Bank of N.Y. v
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Singh, 139 AD3d 486, 486 [1st Dept 2016]).  Since she failed to

timely appear or answer, she waived the issue of standing (see

Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. v Jones, 139 AD3d 520, 524 [1st Dept

2016]; Wells Fargo Bank, NA v Edwards, 95 AD3d 692, 692 [1st Dept

2012]).

The Decision and Order of this Court entered
herein on January 16, 2018 (157 AD3d 547 [1st
Dept 2018]) is hereby recalled and vacated
(see M-886 decided simultaneously herewith).

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 19, 2018

_______________________
CLERK
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Sweeny, J.P., Manzanet-Daniels, Gische, Kahn, Oing, JJ.
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Lance Dandridge, Jamaica, for Michael S., appellant/respondent.
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_________________________

Order, Family Court, Bronx County (Llinet Rosado, J.),

entered on or about December 15, 2015 (December 15 Order), which,

to the extent appealed from, granted the motion of the attorney

for the child to vacate an order of filiation, same court (Ann

Marie Loughlin, S.M.), entered on or about October 24, 2012,

declaring petitioner to be the child’s father and vacating an

acknowledgment of paternity executed by nonparty Jose Antonio C.

(JAC); reinstated the Acknowledgment of Paternity; and dismissed

petitioner’s custody/visitation petition as premature, reversed,

on the law and the facts, without costs, the attorney for the
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child’s motion denied, the order of filiation reinstated, the

acknowledgment of paternity vacated, and the custody and

visitation petition reinstated.  Order, same court (Sidney

Gribetz, J.), entered on or about March 17, 2016 (March 17

Order), which denied the attorney for the child’s motion to

vacate the court’s prior order, entered on or about June 18,

2012, finding, after a hearing, that equitable estoppel did not

preclude DNA testing in the paternity proceeding, affirmed,

without costs.

I. Factual and Procedural Background

This appeal involves a complex series of proceedings in

Family Courts located in two counties before multiple judges,

support magistrates and referees over a period of nearly eight

years.  Accordingly, a review of the factual and procedural

history of the proceedings is required in order to place the

legal questions presented in proper context.

Petitioner and respondent were intimately involved from

approximately July 2007 until August 2008 while both were

residing in Pennsylvania, during which time respondent became

pregnant with the subject child, G.  During the pregnancy,

petitioner and respondent separated.

Another man, JAC, with whom respondent had been intimately

involved prior to the commencement of his incarceration on
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February 6, 2006 and who is the father of respondent’s two older

daughters, renewed an intimate relationship with respondent upon

his release from prison on July 11, 2008.  On October 10, 2008,

G. was born.  The following day, October 11, 2008, JAC and

respondent executed an acknowledgment of paternity naming JAC as

G.’s father.

Petitioner, having been convicted of possession of heroin

with intent to sell in Pennsylvania, had been sentenced to serve

a term of incarceration in a Pennsylvania correctional facility

but had obtained the permission of the Pennsylvania court to

postpone his surrender date to enable him to be present for the

birth of his child.  He then came to New York on October 9, 2008, 

and on the following day, spoke with respondent’s mother, who

told him that his daughter had been born that day in the Bronx,

but did not specify the name or location of the hospital in which

the birth had taken place.

In November 2008, petitioner began to serve his sentence in

a Pennsylvania correctional facility.  Sometime prior to July 27,

2011, petitioner was released from custody.

On July 12, 2010, petitioner, while still incarcerated in

Pennsylvania, filed the instant paternity petition in Family

Court, Queens County.  The proceeding was subsequently

transferred to Family Court, Bronx County.
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On October 8, 2010, respondent filed a family offense

petition in Family Court, Bronx County against petitioner. 

According to the March 17 order, the petition alleged actions

taken by petitioner and his family members during the time he was

incarcerated.  The court issued a temporary order of protection

against petitioner and transferred the matter to the Honorable

Alma Cordova.

On November 22, 2010, the instant paternity proceeding was 

heard for the first time in Family Court, Bronx County, before

Family Court Support Magistrate Mary Neggie.  Thereafter, the

proceeding was transferred to Family Court Support Magistrate Ann

Marie Loughlin (the SM).  For reasons not ascertainable from the

record, the proceeding was subsequently adjourned multiple times.

On March 29, 2011, a court appearance took place in the

instant proceeding before the SM.  Petitioner appeared by

telephone but respondent did not appear.  The appearance was

adjourned to May 27, 2011, with the SM stating on the record that 

respondent’s failure to appear would result in a warrant for her

arrest.

According to both Judge Rosado’s December 15 order and Judge

Gribetz’s March 17 order, on May 27, 2011, both petitioner and

respondent appeared before the SM.  During that appearance,

respondent conceded before the SM that petitioner is G.’s
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biological father, but also asserted that G. has only known JAC

to be her father.1  According to the December 15 Order, the SM

listed JAC as an “interested party” in the paternity proceeding.

On May 31, 2011, the SM assigned counsel to act as the

attorney for the child (AFC).

On July 19, 2011, at a court appearance before the SM at

which the AFC and respondent appeared in person and petitioner

appeared by telephone, the AFC reported that G. was “very closely

attached to her two sisters and to her father,” whom G. believed

was JAC.  The AFC further asserted that she would oppose any DNA

testing of petitioner and G.

During the July 19, 2011 appearance, the SM stated that

issues had been raised in the paternity proceeding as to whether

petitioner was estopped from any further pursuit of that

proceeding and whether DNA testing could proceed.  The SM,

apparently referring to her own lack of authority to determine

those issues, opined that they would have to be referred to a

judge for determination.

At that same appearance, petitioner stated that respondent

1  There is no transcript of this appearance in the record,
but upon review of a certified copy of the transcript, Judge
Rosado determined in the December 15 Order that both petitioner
and respondent appeared at that time and respondent made the
concession indicated.
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had been keeping G. away from him for years, and that he had sent

money orders to respondent’s mother which he had intended to be

used for the financial support of G., but that respondent had

returned the money orders to him.  He further stated that he

“actually kn[e]w” that G. was his child.

At the conclusion of the July 19, 2011 appearance, the SM

adjourned the proceeding to July 27, 2011, with the understanding

that petitioner would be able to appear personally on that date. 

She further directed respondent to produce G.’s birth certificate 

on the adjourned date.

On July 27, 2011, at a court appearance before the SM at

which the AFC, petitioner, his counsel, and respondent (without

counsel) appeared in person, the AFC argued that petitioner

should be estopped from asserting paternity.  The SM again stated

that she had no authority to determine that issue and referred

the estoppel issue to the Honorable Sidney Gribetz for

determination.  Upon such referral, the court assigned counsel to

represent respondent and adjourned the proceeding to September

21, 2011.

On September 21, 2011, JAC appeared before Judge Gribetz,

who assigned counsel to JAC “upon consideration that [he] would

be a necessary party.”  JAC’s assigned counsel accepted service

of the paternity petition in court.  The proceeding was adjourned
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to December 5, 2011 for an estoppel hearing.

On December 5, 2011, petitioner and respondent appeared in

person before Judge Gribetz, with their respective counsel.  The

AFC also appeared in person, and counsel for JAC appeared by

telephone.  Petitioner’s counsel successfully moved to be

replaced by petitioner’s assigned counsel in the family offense

proceeding.  The estoppel hearing was adjourned to February 28,

2012 to accommodate new counsel.

On January 27, 2012, the family offense proceeding continued

before the Honorable Alma Cordova.  Based upon findings that

petitioner was guilty of committing attempted assault,

harassment, and disorderly conduct, the court issued a two-year

order of protection against petitioner.

On February 28, 2012, the AFC appeared before Judge Gribetz

in the instant paternity proceeding.  Counsels for petitioner,

respondent and JAC also appeared, without their respective

clients.  At this appearance, counsel for JAC referred to his

client as an “interested party.”  Counsel for respondent stated

that his client had moved to Florida and requested that she be

permitted to participate in the proceedings by telephone. 

Counsel for JAC joined in that application on behalf of his

client, noting that JAC had also moved to Florida to live with

respondent, and stating that he had spoken to JAC and that he,
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too, wished to participate by telephone.  Petitioner’s new

counsel, appearing for the first time in this proceeding and

noting that he had not received a copy of the petition, objected

to the requests for telephonic participation and requested that

respondent appear in person in order to be available for cross-

examination before the court.  The court granted petitioner’s

counsel’s request and adjourned the proceeding to June 18, 2012

in order to allow counsel for respondent and JAC to notify their

respective clients and arrange for them to appear in person, as

well as to accommodate petitioner’s counsel.

On June 18, 2012, the AFC, petitioner and his counsel

appeared before Judge Gribetz.  Counsel for respondent and JAC

also appeared, but without their respective clients.  Counsel for

respondent stated that his client did not have the funds to

travel from New York to Florida and that he had attempted to

arrange for her participation by telephone but that she did not

have enough money to pay for her own cellular telephone service. 

Counsel for JAC stated that both respondent’s and JAC’s cellular

telephones appeared to be disconnected.

Judge Gribetz then proceeded to hold a hearing on the issue

of whether petitioner was equitably estopped from any further

pursuit of his paternity proceeding, with petitioner as the sole

witness.  Counsel for respondent and JAC were present at the
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hearing but did not participate in the absence of their

respective clients.  Petitioner testified that he came to New

York from Pennsylvania on October 9, 2008 and on the following

day, October 10, 2008, called respondent’s mother.  He further

testified that respondent’s mother told him that his daughter had

been born that day in the Bronx, but had not specified at which

hospital the birth had taken place.  Petitioner further testified

that he then received a call from JAC, who told petitioner that

he was not allowed to be a part of G.’s life and refused to give

him any information about her.  Petitioner further testified that

respondent had told him many times that G. was his child and that

he had accompanied her on her medical appointments while both of

them were living in Pennsylvania.  In addition, petitioner

testified that after he was released from prison, he sent money

orders to respondent’s mother in an effort to provide financial

support for G., but that respondent had the money orders returned

to him.  The money orders in question were introduced into

evidence at the hearing.

Petitioner further testified that he received a letter,

signed “Chino AKA Assassin,” which petitioner believed to be from

JAC, stating that the author of the letter was handling the

financial needs of respondent and G. and that petitioner need not

be concerned.  Although the court ruled that it had not been
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established that the letter was from JAC, the court permitted the

letter to be introduced into evidence.

Counsel for petitioner argued that although petitioner had a

“checkered past,” he had redeemed himself and worked legitimately

as a steamfitter and was a union member.  In that regard,

petitioner testified that, at the time of the hearing, he was

employed as a steamfitter at the World Trade Center in Manhattan,

adding that he was married and had three stepchildren.  He

further testified that shortly after his 2008 drug possession

conviction, he made a request before the Pennsylvania judge to

postpone commencement of service of his sentence for a month so

that he could be present at his daughter’s birth, and that the

judge had granted his request, enabling him to make the trip to

New York on October 9, 2008.

At the conclusion of the hearing, Judge Gribetz did not rule

on the question of paternity, finding that the limited issue 

presented was whether petitioner could be estopped from pursuing

the paternity proceeding.  On that issue, the court opined that

the parties seeking estoppel of petitioner had an affirmative

duty to present evidence that estoppel of petitioner was in the

best interests of the child.  The court drew an inference against

respondent and JAC for what it found to be their willful failure

to appear at the estoppel hearing or to request permission to
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provide electronic testimony.  The court further found that

respondent, JAC and the AFC had not met their burden of

presenting evidence that estoppel of petitioner was warranted by

any actions or inactions on his part that were detrimental to G.,

such as failing to assert his paternity in timely fashion or

causing psychological harm to G.  Taking judicial notice of the

family offense petition proceeding before Judge Cordova, the

court opined that the factors to be weighed in assessing

petitioner’s character “cut[] both ways.”  Having found no

evidentiary support for estoppel, the court ordered DNA testing

of petitioner.  The court further ordered respondent to produce

G. for DNA testing and transferred the matter back to the SM and

calendared it for August 20, 2012 to receive the results of the

DNA testing and for further proceedings, leaving resolution of

further procedural issues and the issue of the validity of the

acknowledgment of paternity to her discretion.  The court also

relieved counsel for JAC, leaving the matter of whether counsel

for respondent and the AFC were to appear before the SM to their

discretion.  The AFC stated on the record that she believed that

she had to remain on the case.  DNA testing was never completed

because respondent never made G. available for testing, however.

On July 19, 2012, petitioner commenced a separate proceeding

in Family Court, Bronx County seeking joint custody and
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visitation.  This matter was initially assigned to Referee Sue

Levy.

On August 14, 2012, according to the March 17 order, at the

first appearance in the joint custody/visitation proceeding,

Referee Levy noted that the court had served respondent at a

confidential address maintained by the court and that service had

not been returned.

According to the December 15 order, on August 20, 2012, the

paternity proceeding first appeared on the SM’s calendar for DNA

testing.  At the next appearance before the SM on September 20,

2012, at which only the AFC and counsel for petitioner appeared,

the SM stated on the record that a DNA sample was to be drawn

from G. on September 24, 2012.  The SM then inquired why counsel

for respondent hadn’t appeared, and the AFC responded that she

presumed that counsel for respondent was relieved when the

proceeding was transferred back to the SM and that respondent was

unrepresented at that time.  The SM adjourned the proceeding to

October 24, 2012 and directed that the court notify respondent

accordingly.

On October 24, 2012, only the AFC, petitioner and his

counsel appeared in the paternity proceeding before the SM. 

Petitioner’s counsel submitted to the SM a certified copy of the

transcript of the May 27, 2011 proceeding, which reflected that
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respondent had admitted that petitioner is the biological father

of G.  Petitioner then waived both DNA testing and trial.  At

petitioner’s counsel’s request, the SM then held an inquest with

petitioner as the sole witness, at which petitioner testified to

being the biological father of G.  After the inquest, the SM,

having reviewed the certified transcript reflecting respondent’s

admission that petitioner is G.’s biological father, ruled that

the birth certificate, dated October 14, 2008, four days after

G.’s birth, and the acknowledgment of paternity were “invalid”

and that respondent had “committed fraud.”  Petitioner’s counsel

then argued that respondent’s conduct was not only fraudulent,

but “egregious,” and the SM interjected that there was no “need

to go into all of that because that’s already been decided by the

Judge upstairs.”  The SM then entered an order of filiation

naming petitioner as G.’s father, amended G.’s birth certificate

accordingly and stated that petitioner could proceed to file a

custody petition.  The SM then issued an order vacating the

acknowledgment of paternity naming JAC as G.’s father.

According to the December 15 order, on December 5, 2012,

Referee Levy issued a warrant for respondent in the custody/

visitation proceeding.

On May 6, 2013, at an appearance in the custody/visitation

proceeding at which the Honorable Llinet M. Rosado presided for
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the first time, and at which respondent and JAC failed to appear,

the AFC continued to request that the court dismiss the

proceedings because respondent and G. lived in Florida with JAC

and G.’s two step-siblings.

On October 29, 2013, based on respondent’s continued failure

to appear, petitioner filed a supplemental petition, for a writ

of habeas corpus, which Judge Rosado granted.

On April 1, 2014, after numerous adjournments, respondent

finally appeared, by telephone, for the first time in over a

year, and Judge Rosado vacated the warrant.  Judge Rosado then

adjourned the matter for a “collateral estoppel” hearing.  The

court further adjourned the matter a number of times over the

following years for reasons not apparent from the record, and

ultimately the “collateral estoppel” hearing was calendared for

July 22, 2015.

On July 17, 2015, the AFC filed an order to show cause,

referencing both the paternity and custody/visitation

proceedings, returnable before Judge Rosado on July 22, 2015,

seeking vacation of the SM’s October 24, 2012 order of filiation

naming petitioner as father, reinstatement of the acknowledgment

of paternity naming JAC as father, addition of JAC as a

“necessary party” in the paternity proceeding, dismissal of the

custody/visitation petition and estoppel of petitioner from
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undertaking any further action in either proceeding.

On July 22, 2015, petitioner, his counsel, respondent, her

new counsel and the AFC appeared before Judge Rosado.  At the

appearance, the court stated that JAC had never been served with

any notice of the October 24, 2012 proceeding at which the SM

entered the default order of filiation naming petitioner as the

father and vacated the acknowledgment of paternity.  Counsel for

petitioner submitted an affirmation in opposition to the AFC’s

order to show cause, asserting that Judge Gribetz’s June 18, 2012

decision was law of the case and could not be revisited.  The

matter was adjourned to October 26, 2015 to allow counsel for the

parties time to offer further submissions.

On October 26, 2015, petitioner, respondent, their

respective counsels and the AFC appeared before Judge Rosado.  In

an oral ruling, the court granted the AFC’s application for

vacation of the order of filiation, reinstatement of the

acknowledgment of paternity and dismissal of the

custody/visitation petition without prejudice.  The court did not

rule on the issue of estoppel of petitioner, finding that the

issue should be presented to Judge Gribetz, who had previously

addressed it.

Judge Rosado’s oral ruling was followed by issuance of the

December 15 order.  That order sets forth in further detail Judge
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Rosado’s factual findings and legal conclusions, including that

JAC should have been joined as a necessary party; that

respondent’s admission that petitioner was the biological father

and the impossibility of JAC’s biological paternity given that he

was incarcerated at the time of G.’s conception were insufficient

grounds for vacation of the acknowledgment of paternity; that

because petitioner was not a signatory on the acknowledgment of

paternity, he had no standing to challenge it; that the

acknowledgment of paternity cannot be vacated without fully

exploring the best interests of the child; that no petition to

vacate the acknowledgment of paternity had been filed; that JAC

was never served in the paternity proceeding; that from October

24, 2012, when the order of filiation was issued to December 20,

2012, when the acknowledgment of paternity was vacated, G. had

two legal fathers; and that, with respect to the AFC’s seeking

estoppel of petitioner from further action, Judge Rosado could

not grant such relief, and any application for such relief must

be made before Judge Gribetz, in light of his previous ruling on

that issue.

On January 5, 2016, the AFC moved before Judge Gribetz for 

vacation of his June 18, 2012 estoppel ruling.  In the

alternative, the AFC sought reinstatement of her request for

estoppel of petitioner from taking any further action in the
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paternity proceeding.

On January 19, 2016, the return date of the AFC’s motion,

the AFC, petitioner and counsel for the petitioner appeared

before Judge Gribetz.  Counsel for respondent did not appear due

to illness, and neither respondent nor JAC appeared in person. 

Judge Gribetz adjourned the matter to March 17, 2016 for issuance

of his decision and for the appearance of respondent, her counsel

and JAC.

On March 17, 2016, Judge Gribetz issued his written decision

denying the AFC’s motion.  The court reasoned that its June 18,

2012 estoppel ruling was law of the case; that all parties had

notice of the June 2012 appearance, yet respondent and JAC chose

not to appear; that the AFC had no grounds to seek to vacate the

June 2012 on the grounds of excusable default, as she was not in

default at the estoppel hearing; that any request to vacate based

upon respondent’s or JAC’s default would fail because such a

motion would have to be made within one year from the original

ruling and, in any event, there was no showing of an excuse for

their default; and that since the court’s ruling of no grounds

for estoppel stands, the DNA testing was properly ordered and the

SM’s default paternity hearing (based upon the failure of

respondent to comply with the DNA testing order) was properly

held.
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II. Discussion

The Family Court (Rosado, J.) improperly granted the AFC’s

motion to vacate the order of filiation.  Contrary to

petitioner’s contention, an AFC has standing, as the child’s

advocate, to seek vacation of an order of filiation (see Matter

of Emily R. v Emilio R., 53 Misc 3d 325 [Family Ct, Bronx County

2016, Gribetz, J.] [granting the AFC’s petition to vacate an

acknowledgment of paternity]).  Nevertheless, in this case, the

AFC chose an improper vehicle for challenging the default order

of filiation by moving to vacate that default order, as the AFC

fully participated in all aspects of the litigation of the

instant proceeding.  Rather, the proper procedural method the AFC

could have pursued in challenging the default order issued

pursuant to the SM’s October 24, 2012 ruling was to have appealed

that ruling.

The court concluded in the December 15 Order, upon its

review of the record in the paternity proceeding, that JAC,

respondent mother’s husband, had not been joined as a necessary

party prior to the 2012 hearing on equitable estoppel and that

there was no affidavit indicating he was served.  However, the

record reveals, as the court correctly found in the March 17

order, that JAC appeared in the paternity proceeding in person on

September 21, 2011, at which appearance he accepted service, and
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that his assigned counsel appeared via telephone on December 5,

2011 and was also present at the estoppel hearing.  And although

the court relieved JAC’s counsel at the conclusion of the

estoppel hearing, counsel was not precluded from contacting JAC

to notify him as to the date of the next appearance before the

SM.  Thus, while it would have been a best practice to join JAC

as a necessary party (see Matter of Isaiah A.C. v Faith T., 43

AD3d 1048, 1048-1049 [2d Dept 2007]), the record reveals that he

was treated as a necessary party by the estoppel court.  Thus,

under these circumstances, it is of no moment whether JAC was

formally joined in the proceeding as a “necessary party” or an

“interested party.”  JAC was aware of the proceeding and had an

opportunity to be heard, yet chose not to appear in person before

the court after his September 2011 appearance, including for the

estoppel hearing, and made no attempt to participate (see Matter

of Jason E. v Tania G., 69 AD3d 518, 518-519 [1st Dept 2010]

[finding that, even though the appellant was “never formally

named as a party, the record establishes that he was served with

the petition,” as well as represented by counsel]).

Moreover, upon referral of the proceeding back to the SM

following the estoppel hearing, JAC continued to be considered a

party to the proceeding and, as such, was given several

adjournments and a full opportunity to appear before the SM prior
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to the SM’s issuance of the order of filiation and vacation of

the acknowledgment of paternity.  The record reveals that the SM

calendared four adjourned dates for respondent to appear and make

G. available for DNA testing, but respondent failed to appear. 

Thus, under the circumstances, where respondent conceded

petitioner’s paternity, prompting petitioner to waive DNA testing

and trial, the SM acted properly in holding an inquest and

issuing the order of filiation.  Thereafter, no party timely

appealed from the order of filiation (see Family Ct Act § 1113)

and neither respondent nor JAC timely moved to vacate their

defaults in the paternity hearing (see CPLR 5015[a][1]).  Under

these circumstances, the order of filiation is considered final

(see Matter of Kelley C. v Kim M., 278 AD2d 893, 893 [4th Dept

2000]).  Thus, any challenge to the SM’s order is barred by res

judicata and the order could not be collaterally attacked by the

AFC’s motion to vacate.

Although petitioner was not a signatory to the

acknowledgment of paternity, he had standing under Family Court

Act § 522 to attack it, as he had commenced a paternity

proceeding (see Matter of Stephen N. v Amanda O., 140 AD3d 1223

[3d Dept 2016]).  The acknowledgment of paternity was vacated

(albeit not simultaneously with the issuance of the order of

filiation) not only in order that the child not have two legal
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fathers, but also because the SM had found that JAC and

respondent engaged in fraud in the execution of the

acknowledgment of paternity, which is a valid basis for vacatur

of an acknowledgment of paternity (see Family Court Act § 516-

a[b][ii]).

Furthermore, under the circumstances, the SM properly issued

the order of filiation.  As both Judge Gribetz and Judge Rosado

found, confirming the SM’s own recollection and review of the

certified transcript of the proceedings, respondent conceded in

open court on May 27, 2011 that petitioner was the biological

father.  As the December 15 Order indicates, Judge Rosado’s

finding was based upon the court’s review of a certified copy of

the transcript of the May 27, 2011 proceeding provided to the SM

during the October 24, 2012 appearance.  On the basis of

respondent’s previous concession that petitioner was the

biological father, as well as petitioner’s own representation to

the same effect, the SM properly adjudicated petitioner the

father of G.

Our dissenting colleague makes much of both Judge Gribetz

and Judge Rosado having found petitioner’s evidence that JAC was

incarcerated at the time of G.’s conception unpersuasive on the

issue of whether only petitioner could be G.’s biological father

because JAC could have been released on weekend passes and could
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have had access to respondent at such times.  As there is no

record evidence in support of that theory, it is based on nothing

more than sheer speculation, however.  Moreover, our dissenting

colleague’s contention ignores the fact that both Judge Rosado

and Judge Gribetz found persuasive respondent’s concession in

open court that petitioner was G.’s biological father.

Judge Gribetz properly denied the AFC’s motion to vacate the

court’s 2012 estoppel order.  The AFC did not appeal from the

2012 order, and the time to appeal has long expired (see Family

Ct Act § 1113).  Moreover, neither respondent nor JAC ever sought

to vacate their defaults in appearing at the estoppel hearing

(see CPLR 5015[a][1]).  Under the circumstances, the Family Court

properly determined that the order is final (see Kelley C., 278

AD2d at 893).

The dissent’s assertion that the AFC has the right to bring

any motion that seeks relief from an order that affects her

client does not take into account the fact that the AFC had the

opportunity to challenge the 2012 estoppel order in a timely

fashion, but waited three years to do so.

The dissent’s reliance upon Melendez v City of New York (271

AD2d 416 [2d Dept 2000]) in support of its argument that this

Court has the authority to vacate the 2012 estoppel order and the

order of filiation in the “interest of justice” is misplaced, as
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that case neither pertains to the Family Court Act nor to the

interest of justice in the context of family law.  Assuming,

without deciding, that this Court may afford relief “in the

interest of justice” in a family law case, notwithstanding that

the dissent cites no case so holding, such relief is not

warranted in this case.

Furthermore, while we recognize the significance and

continuing vitality of the doctrine of equitable estoppel in

family law matters, as demonstrated by Matter of Shondel J. v

Mark D. (7 NY3d 320, 327 [2006]) and its progeny (see Matter of

Brooke S.B. v Elizabeth A.C.C., 28 NY3d 1, 21 [2016]; Matter of

Commr. of Social Servs. v Julio J., 20 NY3d 995, 997 [2013];

Matter of O. v M., 19 NY3d 828, 830 [2012]), there is no basis to

apply the doctrine here, where petitioner has consistently and

diligently asserted his paternity; attempted to visit the

hospital in time for G.’s birth; attempted to support G.

financially; commenced proceedings and consistently appeared in

court by telephone or in person, as he was able.  By contrast,

JAC failed to appear in court in person after September 21, 2011,

and failed to appear by his counsel or any other means in any

proceeding after June 18, 2012.  Moreover, any delay in bringing

the paternity proceedings to a conclusion is not attributable to

petitioner, but to respondent and JAC, who failed to appear in
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court on numerous occasions, and to the AFC, who waited three

years before challenging the 2012 estoppel order.  

Moreover, contrary to our dissenting colleague’s view, this

is not a case where a man may be estopped from claiming to be a

child’s biological father on the basis of his acquiescence to the

establishment of a strong parent-child bond between the child and

another man (cf. Matter of Stephen N. v Amanda O., 140 AD3d at

1224).  Here, petitioner’s efforts to establish his paternity

were far from acquiescent.  Petitioner sought, and was granted,

leave to postpone commencement of his prison sentence for one

month in order to allow him to be present at G.’s birth.  When he

arrived in New York on October 9, 2008 for that purpose, he

called respondent’s mother, who told him that his daughter had

been born but did not disclose the hospital in which the birth

had taken place.  He was then contacted by JAC, who made clear to

him that petitioner should have nothing to do with G.  Undaunted

by these incidents, upon entering prison, he attempted to send

money orders to respondent which he intended for G.’s support,

but the money orders were returned to him.  While still in

prison, he commenced the instant paternity proceeding,

consistently appearing before the court by telephone and, upon

his release from prison in July 2011, in person.  And,

approximately one month after the June 2012 estoppel ruling was
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issued, petitioner commenced the custody/visitation proceeding,

repeatedly appearing in person and ultimately hiring private

counsel in that proceeding, as well.

Although our dissenting colleague’s concerns about

petitioner’s character and fitness for parenthood are supported

by the record, any impact that there may be on G. in bringing

petitioner into her life at this time, and whether and to what

extent granting petitioner any joint custody or visitation rights

would be in the best interests of the child, may properly be

addressed in the custody/visitation proceeding. 

We have considered the remaining arguments and find that

they are either academic or unavailing.

All concur except Gische, J. who dissents in
a memorandum as follows:
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GISCHE J. (dissenting)

I respectfully dissent because I disagree with the

majority’s view that petitioner established paternity sufficient

to have standing to seek custody and visitation of the subject

child (G.).  I believe that the order entered on default,

precluding G. from establishing estoppel, should be vacated

because the undisputed facts establish that petitioner acquiesced

in G. establishing a parental relationship with the mother’s

husband (JAC) during the first two years of G.’s life (Matter of

Shondel J. v Mark D., 7 NY3d 320, 327 [2006]).  I further believe

that the record, including petitioner’s own testimony, actually

supports estoppel.  Accordingly, I would reverse the order of

Family Court (Sidney Gribetz, J), dated March 17, 2016, denying

the attorney for the child’s (AFC) motion to vacate the order,

issued on default, finding that there is no basis for estoppel,

and grant the AFC’s further request to permanently estop

petitioner from proceeding on his paternity claim.  I would

likewise affirm the order of Family Court (Llinet Rosado, J),

dated December 11, 2015, vacating the Support Magistrate’s order

of filiation in favor of petitioner, also issued on default. 

This is an almost eight-year-old proceeding with a

convoluted procedural history.  It has been presided over by four

different Family Court Judges in two different boroughs, three
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Support Magistrates and one Referee.  Crucial orders denying G.’s

estoppel defense and establishing petitioner’s paternity were

each issued on default.  These orders effectively permitted

petitioner, an admitted stranger to the child, to now seek

custody and visitation.    

As will be more fully set forth below, even if an individual

review of each appealed order is somehow legally sustainable, it

is difficult to understand how the cumulative effect of the

orders serves the best interests of the particular child whom

they concern.  Petitioner admittedly had nothing to do with G.

and did not financially support her for the first two years of

her life, knowing all the while that JAC, the mother’s husband,

acknowledged paternity of G., supported her and raised her as his

own child, in an intact family that included the mother and their

other children, who G. considers her only siblings.  Given the

admitted facts favoring estoppel, the scant record on actual

paternity, and procedural irregularities in the Support

Magistrate’s order of filiation in favor of petitioner, this case

cries out for this court to exercise its inherent power to

address and rectify the errors and grant relief in its discretion

and in the interest of justice (see e.g. Melendez v City of New

York, 271 AD2d 416 [2d Dept 2000]).  G. should not have to

undergo the trauma of a needless custody and visitation hearing
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involving petitioner, who is a complete stranger to her.  Her

status as JAC’s child should be protected (Shondel J., 7 NY3d at

327).

Petitioner and G.’s mother were never married, but were

involved in an intimate relationship and lived together from July

2007 until August 2008.  In August 2008, petitioner told the

mother to move out of their apartment; she was seven months

pregnant at the time.  Petitioner was due to begin a prison

sentence close to the baby’s due date, but he obtained a short

stay of execution of the sentence so he could be present at the

baby’s birth.  Despite that reprieve, and although not yet

incarcerated, petitioner did not, in fact, attend G.’s birth on

October 10, 2008 because he claims he did not know which hospital

the mother gave birth in, although he was familiar with her

prenatal care.  JAC, however, was at the hospital and present

during the child’s birth.  JAC’s surname also appears on G.’s

birth certificate and the day after G. was born, JAC and the

mother executed an acknowledgment of paternity naming him as G.’s

father.  On October 21st, the mother and JAC were married.  JAC

is the father of the mother’s older daughters and G.’s siblings,

meaning that the mother and JAC were involved in an intimate

relationship before she became involved with petitioner.  JAC and

the mother’s relationship did not begin after petitioner and the
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mother separated. As will be seen, there is the added issue f

whether JAC had access to the mother during the time she became

pregnant with G., despite his own incarceration.  The mother,

JAC, G., and her sisters have lived together as a family since

G.’s birth.

In July 2010, when G. was already 21 months old, but while

petitioner was still in Pennsylvania completing the terms of his

sentence, he filed for paternity in Family Court, Queens County. 

In September 2010, the mother answered the petition and appeared

before a Support Magistrate, but petitioner appeared by

telephone.  The mother told the court that she no longer lived in

Queens and that she had moved to a domestic violence shelter. 

She also told the court that she was “terrified” of petitioner

because he had once tried to kill her.  Seeing as neither party

had any nexus to Queens, the matter was transferred to Family

Court, Bronx County and assigned to Support Magistrate Ann Marie

Loughlin (SM).  

On October 8, 2010, the mother filed a family offense

petition against petitioner and members of his family.  On

January 27, 2012, after a fact-finding hearing, the court (Alma

Cordova, J.) found petitioner guilty of committing attempted

assault, harassment, and disorderly conduct.  The court issued a

two-year order of protection against petitioner, in favor of the
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mother.1  After an initial appearance on November 22, 2010, the

paternity proceeding was adjourned several times.  At one

appearance, on April 29, 2011, petitioner appeared by telephone

and the mother telephoned to say she could not appear because

there was an emergency with her daughter.  The SM adjourned the

matter to May 27, 2011, and told petitioner that “if this happens

again, sir, it’s final.  I’m going to proceed without her,”

adding that a warrant would be issued for the mother’s arrest if

she did not appear.  

On May 27, 2011, the mother appeared in court before the SM.

The minutes of this appearance, which was not a testimonial

hearing, are apparently no longer available, but at a subsequent

appearance, on May 31, 2011, the SM made reference to what the

mother had previously stated at the May 27th appearance: “the

mother of the child said the Petitioner is the biological father

of the child. She doesn’t deny that; however, she says the

subject child knows her legal husband as her father . . . .” 

There is no indication of the circumstances under which the May

1It bears noting that when the order of protection was
issued, petitioner and the child did not have a legally
recognizable relationship that would have permitted the court to
issue an order of protection in favor of the child (Family Court
Act § 812).   
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27th statement was made by the mother or if it was made by her

under oath.  The mother also made this statement without the

benefit of counsel.  Petitioner was not physically present at

either of these appearances, but was permitted to participate by

telephone from Pennsylvania where he was living and continued to

live throughout the relevant events at issue in these appeals. 

At the following May 31st appearance, the SM appointed an AFC for

G. 

At the next court appearance, on July 19, 2011, the mother

and the AFC were present and petitioner once again appeared by

telephone.  At that appearance, the AFC related to the SM that

she had met G., the child was somewhat verbal, and “[s]he is very

closely attached to her two sisters and to her father, who as far

as she is concerned, is [JAC].”  The AFC also reported to the SM

that there were “very big” issues of domestic violence involving

petitioner and the mother.  Stating that G. had never had any

contact with petitioner, the AFC objected to G. undergoing any

genetic testing because “there [was] no reason to disturb what is

already there . . .”  The mother told the SM that JAC’s name is

on G.’s birth certificate, but stated she forgot to bring the

document and it would only take her “[10] minutes” to get it,

apparently a request for a short break.  The SM denied the

mother’s application, told her to bring the document next time
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and, stating that the case was a “big mess” because there were

estoppel issues, the SM referred the paternity proceeding to a

Family Court judge to determine whether equitable estoppel

required dismissal of the paternity petition (Family Court Act §§

418, 439 [b]; see e.g. Matter of Starla D. v Jeremy E., 95 AD3d

1605 [3d Dept 2012], lv dismissed 19 NY3d 1015 [2012]).

The case was assigned to Judge Gribetz, who appointed an

attorney to represent JAC.2  At a February 2012 appearance, the

attorneys for the mother and JAC informed the court that the

family had relocated to Florida.  The mother’s attorney made an

application for his client to call in and appear by telephone,

explaining that there were “complexities in this case.”  JAC

joined the application, as did the AFC.  Petitioner’s attorney,

who had just been assigned that morning and represented

2  There is vigorous disagreement between the Family Court
Judges regarding whether JAC was ever served as a necessary party
in this action.  Although, as will be seen, Judge Gribetz states
JAC was served and accepted papers in court on September 21,
2011, there is no transcript of the court appearance available,
nor is there an affidavit of service in the Family Court file. 
In his decision, Judge Gribetz acknowledged the absence of such
an affidavit, but found that it was not necessary because JAC
accepted service in court.  There is no record of JAC ever making
an appearance in court, although his attorney did make several
appearances until relieved.  The attorney was relieved after the
court decided there was no estoppel issue, but before issue of
petitioner’s paternity was decided.  JAC did not have legal
representation when his acknowledgment of paternity action was
vacated.
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petitioner in the proceeding for an order of protection, was

opposed.  He stated that the mother had just “up and left” and

should have sought permission before doing so.  The mother’s

attorney disputed that characterization, explaining that the

family could no longer afford to live in the Bronx and it was

very expensive for the mother to come to court.  The mother’s

attorney stated that petitioner and G. had never met, implying

the mother had no obligation to notify petitioner about the move. 

The court denied the application for a telephone appearance and

scheduled the estoppel hearing for June 18, 2012.3

At the June 18th hearing, all attorneys appeared, but

neither the mother, JAC, nor the child was present.  The mother’s

counsel told the court that he had talked to his client earlier

and she informed him she did not have the funds to travel to New

York from Florida.  The mother’s attorney then said he had tried

to work out “something” with her, but when he called her again,

her phone service had been cut off because “that’s how low” her

3While certainly the issue of whether to permit a party the
opportunity to participate at a hearing by some means other than
in person is within the trial court’s discretion, it is worth
noting that petitioner was allowed considerable latitude to make 
appearances without actually coming to court.  This was on
account of his being incarcerated and/or otherwise completing the
terms of his sentence in Pennsylvania.  The mother, however, was
denied similar accommodations although she lived in Florida, had
young children, she had an extant order of protection against
petitioner and was of limited financial means.
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funds were.  JAC’s phone had been disconnected as well. 

Petitioner’s attorney objected to an adjournment and said he was

ready to proceed with an inquest.  His application was granted

and Judge Gribetz proceeded with an equitable estoppel hearing on

default.

Petitioner was the only witness to testify.  He testified

that he and the mother had engaged in “many” sexual relations

while they lived together, the mother had told him the baby was

his and that he had gone with her to some of her prenatal doctor

visits.  Petitioner also testified that although the mother’s

mother called to let him know that the baby had been born, she

did not tell him at which hospital.  He did not testify what

efforts, if any, he made to locate the baby, such as calling the

mother or reaching out to other members of her family with whom

he stayed in touch.  After he was released from prison,

petitioner sent two or three money orders for the baby through

the maternal grandmother.  One money order was mailed back to him

uncashed.  Petitioner made no further effort to provide the child

with any financial support after the money order was returned to

him or before filing for paternity.

While still in prison, petitioner received a letter from

someone who used the name “Chino AKA Assassin.”  The writer

assured petitioner that G. was being cared for and not to worry
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about her.  Petitioner testified that he subsequently received a

phone call from JAC who told him that he was not allowed to be a

part of G.’s life.  Since petitioner did not want to start any

“conflict,” he admitted that he made no effort to visit or

contact the child, until this petition was filed.  Petitioner

also presented evidence that JAC had been incarcerated from

February 2006 until July 2008, well beyond the time of G.’s

conception.  

The AFC did not know in advance of the hearing that the

mother would not be appearing and that consequently, her client,

the child, would also not be present.  The AFC participated in

the hearing only to the extent that she cross-examined petitioner

and made a closing statement, advocating for the application of

equitable estoppel and dismissal of the petition.  The AFC stated

that she opposed DNA testing because there was an acknowledgment

of paternity and a birth certificate, each identifying JAC as the

father.  The AFC related her observations of G. and her family,

stating that there was close bond between G. and JAC, her father. 

The AFC also argued that petitioner had not met his prima facie

burden of proving paternity, but the court responded that “the

burden is on the person asserting the estoppel issue to submit to

me, to go forward and prove the estoppel.”

The court rejected the AFC’s statements about JAC’s
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acknowledgment of paternity and birth certificate because

certified copies of those documents were not in evidence,

although there were photocopies of them.  When the court inquired

why the AFC had not presented any further evidence of G.’s

relationship with JAC, the AFC explained that it was very

difficult for her to put forth a case without her then three-

year-old client, and because the mother’s whereabouts where

unknown, she could not bring her client to court.   

In its decision dated June 18, 2012, the court ruled only on

the estoppel issue.  Although urged by petitioner to do so, the

court expressly declined to rule on the underlying issue of

paternity.  The court drew a negative inference against the

mother and JAC because they had not appeared for the hearing. 

The court stated that they had failed to  make a “formal request

for [an] electronic testimony hearing...”  Although the court

took judicial notice of the two-year order of protection issued

in January 2012 that was still in effect, the court commented

that it “doesn’t even mention the baby.”4  The court observed

that petitioner had turned his life around, and found that

petitioner had not “slept on his rights,” even though G. was

already 21 months old and “no longer a baby” when petitioner

4See footnote 1.
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first filed for paternity.  Notwithstanding petitioner’s

testimony that he had relations with the mother during the

relevant time period, that the mother had admitted to him G. was

his child and that JAC was incarcerated at the time of G.’s

conception, the court denied petitioner’s request that the court

also rule declaring petitioner to be G.’s father.   

The court stated, in relevant part: 

“The issue of estoppel focuses on the child
and there's an affirmative duty for them
[mother and JAC] to come forward and show
that and no one has come forward and shown
evidence to me that would support an estoppel
so therefore, for the limited purpose that
we’re doing here, I find there is no estoppel
issue that would prevent there being DNA
tests. So I am going to order that [mother]
produce the child for DNA and I’ll order
[petitioner] to undergo a DNA test and I'm
going to transfer the matter back to the
Support Magistrate.”

In transferring the case to the SM, Judge Gribetz clarified

that his decision was limited to finding that equitable estoppel

did not prevent genetic marker testing of G.  He cautioned

petitioner, however, that once he went before the SM, petitioner

would “have [JAC’s] acknowledgment of paternity issue to overcome

as well,” because the only proof of paternity was petitioner’s

own testimony.  Judge Gribetz found unpersuasive petitioner’s

proof, that JAC could not be G.’s biological father because he

was incarcerated during the time the child was conceived.  Upon
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completing the hearing, the court relieved JAC’s attorney and

told the mother’s attorney that he left it to his “discretion”

whether he needed to continue representing his client.  As for

the AFC, Judge Gribetz told her she could “stay on the case if

she want[ed to].  If she [felt] so inclined because in addition

to the DNA test ... you also have the acknowledgment of paternity

issue to overcome as well.” 

The SM adjourned the paternity hearing several times to

allow the mother to produce herself and the child for DNA

testing.  At a October 24, 2012 appearance, petitioner’s attorney

asked the SM to enforce Judge Gribetz’s order requiring DNA

testing.  Although petitioner had been tested, neither the mother

nor G. had yet been tested.  The mother and JAC had also stopped

coming to court and they no longer had legal representation

because their attorneys were relieved by Judge Gribetz.  When the

SM told petitioner’s attorney that only a Family Court judge

could issue a bench warrant for the mother’s arrest, petitioner’s

attorney withdrew his application.  He then asked that the SM

hold an inquest on paternity instead.  

After reviewing the court’s file, the SM informed petitioner

that the mother “has already admitted on the record that you’re

the father of this child,” adding the following: 
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“You know you can ask for the D.N.A.  We
could have a trial, or you could just admit
today and say today I believe I’m the father
of the child and I would like to be named the
legal father of the child.”

After petitioner stated “I really know that’s my child,” and

despite the AFC’s strenuous objections, the SM granted

petitioner’s application and proceeded to hold a paternity

hearing on default.  The SM stated that she could proceed to

inquest because petitioner was waiving DNA testing and a trial.

The SM never considered the impact of such waiver on the child,

the fact that she had not waived such testing, or the fact that

such testing was for her benefit as well.  After the AFC further

objected, and solely based upon JAC being named as the father in

G.’s birth certificate and the acknowledgment of paternity, the

SM summarily concluded that the acknowledgment of paternity was

“invalid,” because the mother had “committed fraud,” referring to

the mother’s previous statement, that petitioner was G.’s

biological father.  The SM then incorrectly added, “that’s

already been decided by the Judge upstairs,” an apparent

reference to Judge Gribetz’s June 18th estoppel order.  Judge

Gribetz, however, never ruled that the acknowledgment of

paternity by JAC was invalid.  Quite the opposite, he recognized

that petitioner had the burden of overcoming the acknowledgment

of paternity at any subsequent paternity hearing.  The SM then
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vacated JAC’s acknowledgment of paternity and subsequently

entered an order of filiation, naming petitioner G.’s father.

Based on the SM’s default order, petitioner filed a custody/

visitation proceeding, which was assigned to a Referee.  

On December 5, 2012, the Referee issued a bench warrant for

the mother’s arrest and on May 6, 2013, the custody/visitation

matter appeared before Judge Rosado for the first time, but

neither the mother nor JAC appeared.  The AFC, however, was

present and urged the court to dismiss the petition because of

G.’s residence in Florida.  In April 2014, after several

adjournments, and petitioner filed a writ of habeas corpus, the

mother appeared by telephone from Florida, the warrant was

vacated and Judge Rosado scheduled a trial for July 22, 2015,

which she described as pertaining to the issue of collateral

estoppel.  

A week before the trial was scheduled to begin, the AFC

moved under both the paternity and custody/visitation dockets to

vacate the SM’s order of filiation, to restore JAC’s

acknowledgment of paternity, to dismiss the custody petition and

for an order staying petitioner from taking any further action in

the paternity proceeding.  Petitioner opposed the motion and on

the return date (July 22, 2015), petitioner, his attorney, the

mother, her attorney and G. and the AFC appeared in court.  JAC
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was not present or represented by counsel.  At that appearance,

the AFC met again with G., who was now almost seven years old. 

In her order, dated December 11, 2015, Judge Rosado reviewed

the events of the paternity proceeding, as well as the events the

led up to the order of protection that Judge Cordoba had issued. 

Judge Rosado observed that there was no evidence that JAC had

been named a necessary party to the paternity petition, although

he should have been, nor could she locate any proof of service. 

Judge Rosado ruled that under those circumstances, the SM was

without jurisdiction over JAC and should not have vacated the

acknowledgment of paternity.  In ruling, the court also observed

that the only two people who could have challenged the

acknowledgment of paternity on the basis of fraud were the mother

and JAC.  Judge Rosado, like Judge Gribetz, was unpersuaded by

the records petitioner offered as evidence of JAC’s incarceration

during the relevant period of time when G. was conceived.  She

stated that it did not prove only petitioner could be G.’s

biological father because the terms of JAC’s sentence were

unknown and JAC could have been released on weekend passes,

meaning he would have access to the mother.  Judge Rosado then

vacated the SM’s order of filiation, stating it had been

improperly issued.  The court also reinstated the acknowledgment

of paternity, and dismissed the custody and visitation petition,
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without prejudice, as premature.  Although Judge Rosado also

denied the AFC’s motion for a permanent stay of the paternity

action, she did so without prejudice to the AFC renewing that

aspect of her motion before Judge Gribetz.

On or about January 5, 2016, the AFC brought a motion before

Judge Gribetz to vacate his June 18, 2012 order and for a

permanent stay of the paternity matter.  The AFC’s asked that

such relief be granted in the interest of justice to protect G.’s

status in an already recognized and operative parent/child

relationship with JAC.  

On March 17, 2016, Judge Gribetz denied the AFC’s motion. 

He reasoned that the mother and JAC, had “charted their own

procedural course” by absenting themselves from court

appearances, and unduly “delayed the litigation of the custody

docket for many years.”  Judge Gribetz acknowledged that it would

have been “better practice” for JAC to have been named a

necessary party in the paternity petition, but that such error

did not provide a basis for relief because JAC had been appointed

an attorney, yet JAC had chosen to stop participating in the

proceedings.  Judge Gribetz concluded that any concerns the

mother and the AFC had about the impact of petitioner’s insertion

into G.’s life could best be addressed in the context of the

custody/visitation hearing, “where to be sure, the ‘best
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interests of the child’ will be of paramount interest.”  Judge

Gribetz found that his 2012 order was based on the record and

facts before him at the time of the estoppel hearing and that he

saw no reason to hold a second estoppel hearing.  Despite

expressing a belief that the AFC’s motion was “well-intentioned,”

the court viewed it as a procedurally inappropriate means by

which to have him revisit an order that was the law of the case

because it had not been timely appealed.

Petitioner appeals from Judge Rosado’s order, arguing that

the court abused its discretion when it dismissed the order of

filiation issued by the SM, because SM’s order was res judicata,

the AFC lacked standing to move to vacate the SM’s order, and the

court misapplied the law by finding that petitioner could not

challenge the acknowledgment of paternity because he was not a

party to it.  

The AFC separately appeals from Judge Gribetz’s denial of

her motion to vacate the 2012 default order denying application

of the doctrine of equitable estoppel.  She argues that the

interests of the child were not considered by the court and that

petitioner should be permanently estopped from pursuing his

paternity petition any further.

The issues raised by petitioner about standing are addressed

to who has the right to seek relief from a judgment or order, not
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to the legal standard necessary to prevail on the underlying

relief sought.  I believe the AFC has the right to bring any

motion seeking relief from a judgment or order that directly

affects the child, her client.  CPLR 5015(a) provides that the

court “may relieve a party” from a judgment or order “upon such

terms as may be just, on motion of any interested person.”  A

child is certainly an interested person in any proceeding

concerning that child’s paternity.  Family Court Act § 522

permits an AFC to institute proceedings on the child’s behalf for

relief related to the child’s paternity (see Matter of v James

EE., 203 AD2d 688 [3d Dept 1994]).  The chief purpose of a

paternity action is “to secure the health, welfare and happiness

of the child” (Matter of Ettore I. v Angela D., 127 AD2d 6, 14

[2d Dept 1987]).  Since the estoppel order undeniably affected

the issues surrounding G.’s paternity, the AFC had standing to

seek relief from that order.  The AFC also had the right to

challenge the SM’s order on paternity before a Family Court

judge.

The next arguments, raised by petitioner in tandem, are that

Judge Rosado erred in vacating the order of filiation because it

was res judicata and, in any event, in doing so the court

misapplied the law concerning who could challenge an

acknowledgment of filiation.  Res judicata does not apply and I
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believe Judge Rosado correctly stated the legal principles

applicable to the circumstances before her.  Res judicata gives

preclusive effect to a prior determination and promotes finality,

stability and consistency in family status determinations (Matter

of Slocum v Joseph B., 183 AD2d 102 [3d Dept 1992]).  A SM’s

order is not final and is subject to review by a judge of the

Family Court (see Family Court Act § 439[e]).  Moreover, a

filiation order that makes no provision for support constitutes

an order appealable as of right (Family Court Act § 1112[a]; see

e.g. Matter of Jane PP. v Paul QQ., 64 NY2d 15 [1984]).  Since a

Support Magistrate’s authority is strictly limited, the SM’s

order was appropriately reviewed by Judge Rosado, a Family Court

judge. Petitioner’s related argument, that res judicata applies

because the AFC appeared at the paternity hearing and zealously

represented the child, is a red herring.  The appeal of Judge

Rosado’s order does not implicate whether the AFC competently or

zealously represented G.’s interests at the inquest hearing, but

whether the Family Court Judge was correct in finding there was

no legal basis for the SM’s determination (see Matter of H.M. v

E.T., 14 NY3d 521, 525-526 [2010]).  It is also significant that

Judge Gribetz made no order vacating the acknowledgment of

filiation, so the doctrine of law of the case, which otherwise

applies to decisions by judges of coordinate jurisdiction, does
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not apply in this case (Sprecher v Thibodeau, 148 AD3d 654, 655

[1st Dept 2017]).   

I also agree with Judge Rosado’s determination that the SM

improperly invalidated JAC’s acknowledgment of paternity on the

basis of the mother's purported “fraud.”  An acknowledgment of

paternity has the same force and legal effect as an order of

filiation entered after a court hearing.  That is in part because

the acknowledgment establishes the father’s obligation to support

the child and responsibilities to him or her (Public Health Law §

4135-b).  Only a signatory to an acknowledgment of paternity may

challenge it on the basis that it was signed “by reason of fraud,

duress, or material mistake of fact” (Family Court Act §

516–a[b]; Matter of Sidney W. v Chanta J., 112 AD3d 950, 952 [2d

Dept 2013] [internal quotation marks omitted]).  Furthermore, the

party to the acknowledgment seeking to have it vacated on the

basis of fraud bears the burden of proof (Matter of Oscar X.F. v

Ileana R.H., 107 AD3d 795, 795-796 [2d Dept 2013]).   

As a nonsignatory to the acknowledgment of paternity,

petitioner lacked standing to challenge it on any of those

enumerated bases (see Matter of Marquis B. v Rason B., 94 AD3d

883 [2d Dept 2012], lv dismissed 19 NY3d 991 [2012]; see also

Richard B. v Sandra B.B., 209 AD2d 139, 144 [1st Dept 1995], lv

dismissed 87 NY2d 861 [1995]).  The SM misapplied Family Court
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Act § 516-a, misconstrued Family Court Act § 522, which did not

apply anyway, and unnecessarily vacated JAC’s acknowledgment of

paternity in order to hold an inquest on the merits of the

paternity petition (Family Court Act §§ 516-a, 522; see  Matter

of Tyrone G. v Fifi N., 189 AD2d 8, 15 [1st Dept 1993]; Matter of

Thomas T. [Luba R.], 121 AD3d 800, 800 [2d Dept 2014]).  A

paternity petition, however, is not a collateral attack on an

existing acknowledgment of paternity, but an assertion of the

petitioning individual’s own claim of paternity (see Dennis B. v

Edwanai B., 155 AD3d 1027 [2d Dept 2017]; Matter of Thomas T.,

121 AD3d at 800).  These critical legal principles and

distinctions bear on whether petitioner met his burden of proof

at the paternity hearing by presenting clear and convincing

evidence (Matter of Tanesha H. v Phillip C., 57 AD3d 403 [1st

Dept. 2008]).  I submit he did not.  

By summarily vacating JAC’s acknowledgment of paternity,

although there was no petition for such relief, the SM sua sponte

chose a different father for G., based solely on a statement that

the mother made early in the proceeding, well before Judge

Gribetz held the estoppel hearing and not in a testimonial

setting.  There was never any DNA testing of the child to

substantiate the mother’s statement.  Although I am also of the

view that DNA testing is not in G.’s best interest, when it
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became clear that the SM could not proceed in the absence of DNA

testing (meaning this was clearly a contested paternity action),

the SM was obligated to refer the matter back to a Family Court

judge to determine the remedy.  The very purpose of DNA marker

testing is to establish paternity where it is contested (Family

Court Act §§ 418, 532) and petitioner’s “admission” of paternity,

in view of an acknowledgment of paternity, was insufficient to

prove G. is petitioner’s biological child.  In fact, in 2012 when

Judge Gribetz was confronted with almost the identical evidence

that was later presented to the SM, he refused to find for

petitioner on the issue of paternity.  The SM disregarded the

court’s determination by finding that petitioner’s statement

obviated the need for such testing.  Even if petitioner waived

DNA testing, it did not mean that he could prove paternity

without the child being tested because there was an existing

order by a Family Court judge that it was necessary. 

Furthermore, the AFC did not waive DNA testing of her client. 

Although the AFC was opposed to DNA testing from the outset, she

recognized that in the absence of an equitable estoppel

determination estopping petitioner from going forward with his

case, testing would be relevant proof on the issue of paternity.  

This sequence of events brings me back to the original 2012

default order denying estoppel and the AFC’s present appeal from
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Judge Gribetz’s 2016 order denying her motion that he vacate his

prior order and permanently stay the paternity action.  I believe

Judge Gribetz should have granted the motion in the interest of

justice for the following reasons.

Where paternity is at issue, an estoppel claim should be

decided first.  Furthermore, even if a petitioner claims he

engaged in intimate relations with the mother during the period

of conception, he may be estopped from asserting paternity if he

waited too long to assert his paternity claim (see Matter of

Cecil R. v Rachel A., 102 AD3d 545, 546 [1st Dept 2013]).  This

is also a possible outcome if the child is in an already

established parent-child relationship with another individual who

provides the child with support, etc. (Shondel J. at 326-327).  

Genetic testing of a child to determine paternity “shall” be

denied when a court makes a written finding that testing “is not

in the best interests of the child on the basis of res judicata,

equitable estoppel, or the presumption of legitimacy of a child

born to a married woman” (Family Ct Act § 532[a]; see also Family

Court Act § 418[a]).  In other words, before determining

biological paternity, the court has to determine whether equity

demands that someone other than the acknowledged parent has a

superior right.  This is because equitable estoppel precludes a

person from asserting a right, whether it is that he is - or is
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not - a biological parent “after having led another to form the

reasonable belief that the right would not be asserted” (Shondel

J. at 326).  The fact that petitioner is not seeking to avoid

paternity, but embracing it, makes no difference.  The child’s

interests are paramount and the court’s concern is not whether

the parent against whom the doctrine of equitable estoppel will

be applied is entirely innocent or blameless of the circumstances

implicating consideration of the doctrine (id.).

The elements of estoppel were present in this case from the

outset and were immediately brought to the court’s attention

after the AFC met with G. and her family.  The AFC reported that

G., who was already a toddler when petitioner filed for

paternity, had developed a close relationship with JAC and

considered him her father.  There was an acknowledgment of

paternity by JAC.  Petitioner acknowledged the relationship

between G. and JAC by testifying that he had been told to stay

away, and did so for a while, having been assured the child was

being taken care of.  

The courts have long recognized that the best interests of a

child are served by protecting a child’s status in an already

recognized and operative parent-child relationship (see e.g.

Verra v Bowman-Verra, 266 AD2d 682 [3d Dept 1999]).  Here,

petitioner claimed that he “knew” he was the child’s biological
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father as soon as he learned of the mother's pregnancy. 

Notwithstanding that certainty, he delayed in filing a paternity

petition until G. was almost two years old, well after G. and JAC

had forged a parent-child relationship (Matter of Richard W. v

Roberta Y., 240 AD2d 812 [3d Dept 1997], lv denied 90 NY2d 809

[1997]).  The acknowledged relationship and bond between JAC and

G. was never afforded its due weight when Judge Gribetz decided

that petitioner could proceed with his petition and that G. had

to undergo DNA testing or when the court later denied the AFC’s

motion (Matter of Juanita A. v Kenneth Mark N., 15 NY3d 1, 6

[2010]; see Matter of Fidel A. v Sharon N., 71 AD3d 437 [1st Dept

2010]).  

By failing to preserve G.’s paternal bond and relationship

with JAC, the only father she has ever known, the court elevated

petitioner’s interest in being recognized as the child’s father

over what was in the best interests of the child.  The mother’s

financial situation, her stated fear of petitioner, who once had

tried to kill her, and the existing order of protection she had

against petitioner were other factors that the court also failed

to duly consider in determining the important issue of estoppel

on default and subsequently denying the AFC’s motion.

G. is now almost nine years old and regards JAC as her

father; he is also the father of the mother’s older daughters who
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are G.’s siblings.  Under those circumstances, the court could

have declared that JAC was G.’s father, irrespective of

petitioner’s biological fatherhood (Shondel J. at 330). 

DNA testing appears to have been ordered primarily, if not

solely, because the mother and JAC did not participate in the

estoppel hearing.  Petitioner’s own testimony, however, shows

that he waited almost two years after the child was born before

asserting paternity, although he “knew” G. was his daughter,

thereby permitting JAC, the mother’s husband, to assume and

accept all responsibility for G.’s upbringing and support (Ettore

I., 127 AD2d at 9).  The prison sentence he was completing

provides no excuse for the delay, particularly since petitioner

was allowed to advanced his petition by making telephone

appearances, not in person, and he did not begin his prison

sentence until November 2008, a few weeks after G.’s birth.  Nor

does the fact that the other adults involved might have resisted

petitioner’s efforts to meet the child and seek paternity of her

provide any excuse for his delay.

I believe that petitioner should be estopped from claiming

paternity (see Matter of David G. v Maribel G., 93 AD3d 526 [1st

Dept 2012]).  Petitioner failed to demonstrate that DNA testing

was in the child’s best interests and JAC has identified himself

as G.’s father on her birth certificate and in acknowledging her
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paternity (id.).  Under the majority’s view, G. will have to

endure a needless custody and visitation trial solely because

petitioner has obtained default adjudications declaring him a

father with standing to assert that right (Matter of Brooke S.B.

v Elizabeth A.C.C., 28 NY3d 1, 23-24 [2016]).  By his own

account, G. and he are strangers, meeting for the first time in

court.  G.’s best interests in this case would be served by

equitably estopping petitioner from claiming paternity, even if

he is her biological father.  As far as G. is concerned, JAC is

her father and that father-daughter relationship has existed

since birth.

The majority also concludes that this Court should not

intercede in vacating the 2012 estoppel order and the order of

filiation because the adults in G.’s life are at fault for the

present condition of this case.  The majority also concludes that

granting relief in the interest of justice is misplaced in the

context of a family law proceeding.  The doctrine of equitable

estoppel, however, is imposed by law “as a matter of fairness”

(Shondel J. at 326).  Most importantly, in this context,

equitable estoppel focuses on the best interest of the child

(id.; see K.G. v C.H., __ AD3d __, 2018 Slip Op 04683 [1st Dept

2018]; Shondel J. v Mark D., 7 NY3d 320, 327 [2006]). 

Furthermore, relief afforded “in the interest of justice” is not
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actually the application of a concrete, or defined doctrine, but

a concept embodied by that phrase.  The phrase describes or

implies conditions calling for the court’s exercise of discretion

and the doing of things to being about “the type of justice which

results when law is correctly applied and administered” (Hafkin v

North Shore Univ. Hosp., 279 AD2d 86, 90 [2d Dept 2000], affd 97

NY2d 95 [2001][internal quotation marks omitted]).  Thus, the

discretionary nature of granting relief in the interest of

justice means there is no hard and fast rule when it can or

should be invoked.  The only rule is that such discretion not be

exercised “arbitrarily or willfully” and with due regard to “what

is just and equitable under the law and all of the relevant facts

and circumstances of a case” (see Hafkin at 90).

  I agree with the majority that the adults responsible for

G.’s well-being unduly complicated this case by adopting an

ostrich-head-in-the-sand approach to the very difficult issues

that arose.  Under those circumstances, the AFC did her best to

zealously represent G., although she was denied access to her. 

However, the shortcomings of G.’s mother and JAC should not be

visited upon the child, obscuring the fact that it is G. who is

directly aggrieved and affected by having her relationship and

established bond with JAC disrupted.  This is why I believe that

in this case, the Court should exercise its discretion and grant
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the relief sought by the AFC in the interest of justice.

Finally, I find that there is insufficient evidence in this

record to show that the paternity action was properly instituted

against JAC.  Although he may have had notice of the proceedings,

and through his attorney sometimes participated in them, JAC

should have been named as a necessary party, because his

interests as G.’s father were directly affected (Thomas T., 121

AD3d at 801).  I disagree with the majority that even though JAC

was never a named party in the paternity proceeding, this is a

mere formality.  Nor do I agree that it would have just been a

“better practice” to have done so, particularly since Judge

Gribetz relieved JAC’s attorney while the issue of paternity was

still unresolved.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 19, 2018

_______________________
CLERK
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Sweeny, J.P., Manzanet-Daniels, Mazzarelli, Oing, Moulton, JJ.
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Glenn H. Shore, P.C., New York (Glenn H. Shore of counsel), for
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Wilson Elser Moskowitz Edelman & Dicker, LLP, New York (Patrick
J. Lawless of counsel), for respondent.

_________________________ 

Order, Supreme Court, Bronx County (Larry S. Schachner, J.),

entered March 30, 2017, which granted defendant’s motion for

summary judgment dismissing the complaint, unanimously affirmed,

without costs.

Dismissal of the complaint was proper in this action where

plaintiff alleges that she was injured when she slipped and fell

on ice while walking on a concrete walkway in front of

defendant’s building.  Defendant cannot avail itself of the

storm-in-progress defense.  The weather records indicate that

trace amounts of freezing rain had stopped several hours before

plaintiff’s accident, and “precipitation [had] tailed off to such

an extent that there [was] no longer any appreciable

accumulation” (Ndiaye v NEP W. 119th St. LP, 124 AD3d 427, 428

[1st Dept 2015] [internal quotation marks omitted]).
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However, plaintiff failed to raise an issue of fact that

defendant created the condition.  Plaintiff testified that she

did not see ice the day before the accident when she walked

through the area, and her expert averred that the weather records

showed that ice was not present on untreated exposed surfaces for

several days before plaintiff’s fall (see Lenti v Initial

Cleaning Servs., Inc., 52 AD3d 288, 289 [1st Dept 2008]). 

Plaintiff’s expert merely speculated that the ice formed as the

result of the melting and refreezing of the snow that was piled

along the building fence in connection with a snowstorm that had

occurred the previous week. As noted, the weather records

established that the temperature never went above freezing in the

days before the accident and only rose to 34 degrees less than an

hour before plaintiff fell.  Notably, her expert averred that any

precipitation that fell that day would not have melted upon

impact at the location unless the pavers had been chemically

pretreated.  Moreover, plaintiff testified that she could not

extend her hands to touch the fence from the area where she fell

nor could she estimate the distance between that location and the

snow piles. 

Furthermore, defendant established that it lacked actual and

constructive notice of the icy condition.  Defendant’s assistant

superintendent testified that she was the person overseeing the
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snow removal efforts on the day of the accident; that the

location was salted and sanded three times during her shift; that

she inspected the accident location an hour before the accident

happened, and that she received no complaints about the location

before plaintiff fell (see Vidal v City of New York, 122 AD3d 419

[1st Dept 2014]).  

In opposition, plaintiff offered no evidence that defendant

had actual knowledge of the condition.  Moreover, plaintiff, who

only saw the condition after she fell, could not describe the

dimensions, shape or thickness of the ice.  Therefore, she failed

to raise an issue of fact that the condition was visible and

existed for a sufficient length of time before the accident to

permit defendant’s employees to discover and remedy it (see

Lenti, 52 AD3d at 289). Contrary to plaintiff’s contention, her

daughter’s claim that she saw ice at the location did not raise a

triable issue of fact (see Slates v New York City Hous. Auth., 79

AD3d 435, 436 [1st Dept 2010], lv denied 16 NY3d 708 [2011]).
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We have considered plaintiff’s remaining arguments and find

them unavailing.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 19, 2018

_______________________
CLERK
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_________________________

Order, Supreme Court, New York County (Gerald Lebovits, J.),

entered May 3, 2017, which denied, as frivolous, plaintiff’s

motion for an award of damages and sanctions, and to direct

defendant to undergo a psychiatric evaluation, and which

dismissed the action with prejudice, unanimously affirmed,

without costs.

Pro se plaintiff claims that defendant, a former attorney of

and guardian ad litem for her at various times between 2002 and

2004, engaged in conduct that amounted to, inter alia, gross

negligence, defamation and fraudulent misrepresentation while

fulfilling her representative capacities.  Plaintiff’s claims in

this fourth successive action commenced against defendant, are

based upon the same transaction or series of transactions

previously considered in the prior actions (see 130 AD3d 486 [1st

Dept 2015], appeal dismissed 26 NY3d 1021 [2015]; 92 AD3d 483

[1st Dept 2012], lv denied 20 NY3d 965 [2012]) and are barred by
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the doctrine of res judicata.  Plaintiff has not alleged any new

causes of action, nor has she demonstrated that she was denied a

full and fair opportunity to litigate the issues in the prior

actions (see generally Gramatan Home Invs. Corp. v Lopez, 46 NY2d

481 [1979]). 

Appellant is prohibited from making any further filings

in this Court against respondent related to appellant’s divorce, 

respondent’s representation of her in that proceeding, or the 

guardianship without prior leave of this Court.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 19, 2018

_______________________
CLERK
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TOM, J.P.

In these article 78 proceedings, petitioners seek to annul

determinations of the New York City Environmental Control Board

(ECB) which found that petitioners engaged in unauthorized

outdoor advertising and imposed penalties for such conduct.  We

find the determinations of the ECB that petitioners engaged in

unauthorized outdoor advertising, and imposing penalties for such

violations, have a rational basis and were not arbitrary and

capricious.

Petitioners 23-06 Jackson Avenue Realty Corp. (Jackson

Corp.), 41-03 31st Avenue Realty Corp. (31st Avenue), Franklin

Street Realty Corp. (Franklin Street), and J.P. & Associates

Properties Corp. (JP & Associates) are the owners of five

buildings that displayed “advertising signs” promoting the “Law

Offices of John J. Ciafone, Esq.” on their front facades.  Mr.

Ciafone purportedly owns each of the petitioner corporations and

used the signs, for which he had not obtained permits, to promote

his law practice, under an entity known as “Ciafone, P.C..”

In July and October 2014, a Department of Buildings (DOB)

inspector visited each of the five buildings, and after observing

the signs on the front of the buildings, issued notices of

violations of Administrative Code of City of NY §§ 28-105.1,

28-415.1, and 28-502.6, and Zoning Resolution § 32-63.  
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The violations charged each building owner with operating as

an outdoor advertising company (OAC) by displaying a sign without

obtaining a permit.  The remedy sought by the violations was the

removal of the illegal signs or the owners properly registering

the signs.

Notably, while there is an exception under the

Administrative Code for “accessory signs,” which promote onsite

activity that benefits the owner, residents or visitors

associated with the building’s primary use, the notices here

charged that the petitioners’ displays of the non-DOB registered

signs, which advertised, without permits, for law offices that

were not located on those premises, constituted “Class 1”

violations of the outdoor advertising rules and zoning rules

regulating outdoor advertising signs posted by an OAC.

The notices were reviewed in a series of separate hearings

before two hearing officers.  The parties adopted common facts

and arguments in all the proceedings.

The evidence at the hearings established that Jackson Corp.

owns the building located at 23-06 Jackson Avenue, in Long Island

City, New York, having acquired it from Ciafone on March 12,

2014; JP & Associates acquired the building at 154 Huron Street,

Brooklyn, from an individual other than Ciafone on September 25,

2006; 31st Avenue owns the property located at 41-03 31st Avenue
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in Queens, having purchased it from an unrelated entity in 2009;

Franklin Street owns the building located at 202 Franklin Street

in Brooklyn, having purchased it from an unrelated entity in

2010; and JP & Associates owns the walk-up apartment building

located at 33-51 Vernon Boulevard, in a residential district in

Queens, having purchased it from an unrelated individual in 2005.

Ciafone testified on behalf of each building owner as he was

either the sole shareholder or a member of each owner

corporation, although records showed that Gina Argento, Ciafone’s

wife, was the president and sole shareholder of 31st Avenue.  

Ciafone admitted that he arranged for the signs to be

affixed to the buildings without obtaining DOB permits.  However,

he argued that petitioners did not make advertising space

available “to others” because no meaningful differences separate

Ciafone, Ciafone P.C., and the corporate building owners, and

that the signs were “accessory” signs because Ciafone provided

legal services at each building that amounted to an accessory

use.  In particular, Ciafone argued that he owns all the

buildings through the corporate entities, and that he also owns

his own law practice, promoted on the signs, which operates from

spaces in each of the buildings, such that the building owners

were not acting as OACs when the signs merely promoted the legal

business of their principal that operated therein, which also
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made the signs an accessory use.

More specifically, as to each building, Ciafone testified

that he used various spaces as “satellite offices,” including

vacant residential apartments, a space within a storefront, a

small office in the back of a barbershop, a basement storage

area, and that he also met clients in a restaurant located at one

of the buildings.

DOB argued that the evidence established that Ciafone

provides legal services through “Ciafone P.C.,” a professional

corporation that maintains no staff or regular business hours at

any of the cited properties, and that the signs did not identify

the buildings as locations for Ciafone P.C.’s operations.  DOB

further argued that Ciafone did not own the buildings

individually, and that Ciafone P.C. provided no onsite services

that amounted to “accessory use.”

In a series of decisions, the hearing officers rejected the

building owners’ argument that the signs were accessory signs,

finding that the signs do not state that the advertiser’s

business operates on the lot, and declining to credit the claim

that the advertised business is conducted on the lot.

However, the hearing officers concluded that petitioners

were not acting as OACs because Ciafone, owner in all but name of

the buildings, was selling himself on the signs, and not making
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space available “to others.”  In this regard, the hearing

officers relied on NYC v Joseph Nativo (ECB Appeal No. 1000307

[August 19, 2010]), in which ECB found that where the individual

owner of the building is the sole owner of the companies

advertised on the building facade, it does not “interpret making

space on signs ‘available to others’ to encompass the display of

signs by a property owner that advertise[s the] services of

companies solely owned by such property owner.”

Notably, the hearing officers found that Ciafone is the

owner of the buildings under a corporate name, and that the

advertised entity is not a different corporation, but a law

office solely owned by Ciafone, adding that though the “law

office is a PC, that is not the equivalent of a corporate entity

considered to be a ‘person’ in law with its own identity.”  Thus,

the hearing officers concluded that Nativo applies, and that

although the signs were “not legal,” the building owners were not

OACs subject to Class 1 charges.

On administrative appeal, ECB issued decisions and orders

dated May 28, 2015 and October 29, 2015 reversing the decisions

of the hearing officers and finding petitioners in violation of

Class 1 charges.  ECB concluded that the building owners were

operating as OACs, finding that the buildings were owned by the

particular corporate entities, not Ciafone or Ciafone P.C., and
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that the building owners did not own the company (Ciafone law

offices or P.C.) whose services were being advertised on the

signs.

ECB found that in cases decided after Nativo, including NYC

v 415 89th Street LP (ECB Appeal No. 1200974 [January 31, 2013]),

NYC v Lodz Development (ECB Appeal No. 1400355 [July 31, 2014])

and NYC v Stahl and Stahl, LLC (ECB Appeal No. 1400137 [April 24,

2014]), it had clarified that if the company being advertised and

the owner of a building that provides space for the sign are two

separate corporations, even though there may be an overlapping of

principals, Nativo is inapplicable.  Here, ECB held that there

was no reason to apply the Nativo exception simply because the

advertised company was organized as a professional corporation as

opposed to a different corporate form.  Accordingly, ECB reversed

the hearing officers’ decisions and imposed $10,000 penalties for

each Class 1 violation.

Petitioners then commenced these article 78 proceedings

seeking to reverse ECB’s decisions.  Supreme Court transferred

the proceedings to this Court, finding a question of whether

there was substantial evidence to support the ECB’s

determinations pursuant to CPLR 7803[f].  

The proper standard of review is whether ECB’s determination

“was made in violation of lawful procedure, was affected by an
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error of law, was arbitrary and capricious, or was an abuse of

discretion” (Matter of Vataksi v Environmental Control Bd., 107

AD3d 905, 906 [2d Dept 2013]; Matter of Peckham v Calogero, 12

NY3d 424, 431 [2009]; Matter of Pell v Board of Educ. of Union

Free School Dist. No. 1 of Towns of Scarsdale & Mamaroneck,

Westchester County, 34 NY2d 222, 231 [1974]).  If we find that

the determination is supported by a rational basis, we must

sustain the determination even if we conclude that we would have

reached a different result than the one reached by the agency

(Peckham, 12 NY3d at 431).  “Further, courts must defer to an

administrative agency’s rational interpretation of its own

regulations in its area of expertise” (id.) unless the question

is pure legal interpretation of statutory language that is

unambiguous (see Matter of Beekman Hill Assn. v Chin, 274 AD2d

161, 167 [1st Dept 2000], lv denied 95 NY2d 767 [2000]).

Where we are called upon to construe statutory language,

although we need not “unquestioningly defer to the administrative

agency,” we will give “due consideration to [the agency’s]

practical construction of the ordinance” (Matter of Mason v

Department of Bldgs. of City of N.Y., 307 AD2d 94, 100-101 [1st

Dept 2003], lv denied 1 NY3d 503 [2003]).

Administrative Code § 28-502.1 states that an OAC is “[a]

person, corporation, partnership or other business entity that as
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a part of the regular conduct of its business engages in or, by

way of advertising, promotions or other methods, holds itself out

as engaging in the outdoor advertising business.”  An Outdoor

Advertising Business is “[t]he business of selling, leasing,

marketing, managing, or otherwise either directly or indirectly

making space on signs situated on buildings and premises within

the city of New York available to others for advertising

purposes, whether such advertising directs attention to a

business, profession, commodity, service or entertainment

conducted, sold, or offered on the same or a different zoning lot

.  .  .  .”

When construing these statutory provisions by their plain

terms, as one must when statutory interpretation does not involve

specialized knowledge (see Matter of Belmonte v Snashall, 2 NY3d

560, 565-566 [2004]), it is clear that the conduct of the

petitioners falls within the statutory definition of an OAC

(Matter of JT Tai & Co., Inc. v City of New York, 85 AD3d 433,

434-435 [1st Dept 2011], lv denied 18 NY3d 804 [2012]).  Indeed,

petitioners, which are corporations, made space on signs

available to Ciafone’s law practice (a professional corporation),

a separate and distinct entity.  Of course, it is fundamental

that individuals, corporations, and partnerships are each

recognized as separate legal entities, and in this statutory
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context constitute “others” regardless of the common principal

ownership or connection between the entities.  Indeed, “[a]s a

general rule, the law treats corporations as having an existence

separate and distinct from that of their shareholders” (Billy v

Consolidated Mach. Tool Corp., 51 NY2d 152, 163 [1980]; see also

Port Chester Elec. Constr. Corp. v Atlas, 40 NY2d 652, 656

[1976][“Corporations, of course, are legal entities distinct from

their managers and shareholders and have an independent legal

existence. Ordinarily, their separate personalities cannot be

disregarded”]). 

ECB rationally rejected petitioners’ argument that they had

not made the signs available to “others.”  The record shows that

the building owners are not Ciafone or Ciafone P.C, but separate

corporate entities, and that the advertising signs promoted legal

services by Ciafone, not any services of the corporate entities

that own the buildings.  Contrary to petitioners’ argument, there

is no basis for overturning ECB’s determination that, in these

circumstances, the advertising space was made available “to

others.”  Nor is ECB’s interpretation of the statutory language

arbitrary or irrational.  Further, this reading is supported by

ECB’s precedents post Nativo, and ECB rationally applied those

holdings in this case. 

In Nativo, an individual advertised his own closely held
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corporations on a building he personally owned.  Under those

circumstances, ECB determined that he could advertise the

corporations he solely owned without becoming an OAC.  However,

in subsequent ECB decisions, where the properties were owned by

corporations instead of individuals, the corporate owner

qualified as an OAC where it allowed for advertisement of a

corporation other than the building-owning corporation itself

(see NYC v 415 89th Street, L.P.; NYC v Stahl and Stahl, LLC).

Moreover, and critical to this case, in Lodz, ECB found

Nativo inapplicable where the company being advertised and the

owner of the building providing space for the sign were two

separate corporate entities, even where there is an overlapping

of principals.  Therefore, ECB has narrowly read Nativo to apply

where an individual owns the building and the sign advertises a

separate corporation owned solely by the individual, which is not

the case here because the buildings were not owned by Ciafone as

an individual but by corporate entities. 

In sum, both ECB’s reading of the statute and its

application of its own precedent to this case were rational, and

not arbitrary or capricious.

Petitioners argue that this case is factually unique because

the buildings are essentially owned by an individual in corporate

form, and the advertisements were for that same individual. 
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However, ECB rationally rejected that argument, explaining that,

generally, there is a need for stronger deterrence where

buildings are owned by corporations who advertise for separate

corporations (even if there is overlapping ownership), rather

than when a building is owned by an individual who advertises for

his or her own self.  In this regard, ECB notes that corporations

are more likely than individuals to earn significant profits from

unlawful advertising.  While the dissent contends that this

concern is not present here, there is no distinction between this

case and the myriad other cases in which ECB found the building

owners to be OACs even though they were not corporations earning

significant profits from the illegal sign or signs at issue.   

In fact, the intent of this local law was to have strong

enforcement of outdoor sign regulation, providing for both

criminal and civil penalties for violators (Local Law 14, Report

of the Committee on Land Use - Regulation of Outdoor Advertising

[February 7, 2001]).  ECB’s reading of the statute to prohibit a

corporate owner from advertising for a separate entity without

proper registration furthers the goal of strong enforcement of

the regulations.  Contrary to the dissent’s position, there are

no exceptions in the statute which would permit petitioners to

make advertising space available to others under the factual

circumstances of this case without violating the statute.  There
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is also no basis to find that enforcement of these regulations

should not apply to petitioners.  Thus, it is rational, in this

circumstance, for ECB to determine that Nativo should not apply,

and that the building owner should qualify as an OAC with respect

to the advertisement.

While the dissent perceives it to be unfair to penalize

petitioners because Ciafone chose to form corporate entities to

own the buildings, it was not irrational, particularly given the

goals of the law, for ECB to find otherwise.  Stated differently,

even if there could be a reasonable basis for extending the

Nativo exception to this situation, ECB did not act irrationally

in deciding that Nativo should not apply in such circumstances.  

The solution to the concerns articulated by the dissent is

simple.  Ciafone may own these properties through corporations

and the petitioners may erect or display whatever signs they like

on their buildings without penalty by properly registering them

in the manner provided in Administrative Code § 28-502.1 et seq.

Contrary to ECB precedent and without any support or

authority, the dissent has fashioned an extremely high burden in

order for a person or entity to be deemed an OAC.  Specifically,

the dissent urges that in order to be an OAC petitioners would

have had to “charge Ciafone or Ciafone P.C. for the signs” and/or

would have to “market or lease space to advertising companies or
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solicit advertisers to place signs thereon as part of the regular

conduct of their business.”  Yet, the dissent reads one portion

of the statute and ignores the remainder of the statute. 

Based on the plain language of the statute, all that is

required to be an OAC is to engage in the outdoor advertising

business, which simply means “making space on signs . . .

available to others for advertising purposes” (see Matter of JT

Tai & Co., 85 AD3d at 434-435).  While conduct - such as

marketing, soliciting, or large advertising profits - tending to

show an entity is holding itself out as an OAC would certainly

qualify that entity as an OAC, lesser conduct will suffice under

the statute.  Indeed, it is enough if an entity which owns a

building makes advertising space available on that building to

another entity, particularly where, as here, the space is made

available for advertising by Ciafone’s law practice for years at

a time.  It is not required that the building owner be primarily

in the business of marketing signs as suggested by the dissent. 

Rather, an entity may be an OAC by consistently and regularly

providing space on its building to another entity for

advertising.

The dissent would alter the appropriate standard of review

and infringe upon the agency’s authority to rationally interpret

its own rules and regulations.  To reiterate, our review is a
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deferential one and we must support an agency’s determination

that has a rational basis even if we would have reached a

different result than the one reached by the agency (Peckham, 12

NY3d at 431).  Further, as part of our review, we “must defer to

an administrative agency's rational interpretation of its own

regulations in its area of expertise” (id.).  Contrary to the

dissent’s suggestion, the plain reading of the statute is not

undermined by Nativo.  Rather, the ECB - the agency tasked with

interpreting and enforcing these regulations - created a narrow

and rational exception to the general rule that the making space

“available to others” requirement is satisfied whenever the owner

of the sign and the company advertised are separate entities. 

Thus, ECB rationally distinguishes this holding from Nativo,

which involved an individual building owner advertising his own

companies on the building facade.  

The creation of a narrow exception for circumstances

involving a building owned by an individual who advertises for

his or her self is within the authority of ECB and, because it is

a rational exception, it is not for this Court to dictate how ECB

should construe or enforce the relevant regulations.  

The hearing officers in these matters, with whom the dissent

agrees, did not find that petitioners were not OACs because they

failed to meet the test crafted by the dissent.  Rather, the
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hearing officers only found (albeit incorrectly) that petitioners

were not OACs because they had not provided advertising space to

others, under their reading of Nativo.  Regardless, the hearing

officers’ holdings, relied upon by the dissent, have been

correctly overruled by ECB on administrative appeal. 

In case after case, the ECB has never required such a high

bar in order to classify a building owner as an OAC.  Instead,

ECB merely requires an owner to directly or indirectly make space

available to others for advertising purposes, a much lower bar

that comports with the language of the Administrative Code

section.

For example, in 415 89th Street, the ECB found the building

owners to be an OAC where for two years they placed one sign on

their building advertising a restaurant owned by a separate

corporation (owned by the building owners’ children), even though

no fee was charged.  Although the owners argued on administrative

appeal that “advertising was not part of the regular conduct of

its business,” the ECB concluded the owners were an OAC because

“[a] sign was displayed on the building with Respondent’s consent

while the restaurant advertised operated at a separate address. 

In addition . . . a different corporate entity owned the

restaurant advertised.”  Notably, ECB remarked that displaying a

sign for a significant amount of time warranted an inference
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“that the advertising sign was at least a part of Respondent’s

regular course of business.”  Further, ECB found it unimportant

that the owners received no payment for the advertising as “an

OAC must only make space available for advertising, not

necessarily sell or lease the space.” 

Similarly, in Stahl and Stahl LLC, ECB found the building

owner to be an OAC where it permitted a sign to be installed on

its building which advertised a condominium at a different

location.  And, in NYC v Mohammad Harris (ECB Appeal No. 1400636

[Aug. 28, 2014]), ECB found the owner to be an OAC even though he

merely leased space on his building for another person to erect

the cited sign, did not solicit advertisers or maintain the sign,

and had stopped receiving payments before the date of the

violations.  Significantly, ECB determined that it was sufficient

that the owner “indirectly made space on a sign available to

others for advertising purposes as part of the regular conduct of

his business.” 

In sum, the dissent’s interpretation of the relevant code

section is completely at odds with longstanding ECB precedent and

the plain language of the section itself, and petitioners in

these matters surely meet the definition of an OAC.

The dissent distinguishes 415 89th Street and Stahl and

Stahl from this case.  However, the distinctions it raises are
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inconsequential.  The point of citing those cases was to

demonstrate that the ECB has consistently required very little in

order to qualify as an OAC, which comports with the language of

the statute, and is in opposition to the dissent’s construction

of the regulations.  Despite the fact that ECB’s rulings have a

rational basis, the dissent seeks to overturn years of ECB

precedent on these matters. 

Further, contrary to the dissent’s contention, petitioners

should not be able to avoid ECB’s broad reading of the OAC

definition because the signs advertised the “law offices” of

Ciafone, rather than “Ciafone P.C.”  Indeed, petitioners should

not be able to do an end run around the statute and ECB’s broad

reading by not identifying the true corporate structure of the

business being advertised.  The dissent’s focus on Ciafone’s

potential exposure to his clients with respect to his

professional activities is completely irrelevant to the analysis

here.  Although a professional corporation (PC) may be different

from a corporation (LLC), the point is that Ciafone should not be

able to use his professional corporation somehow to claim that

petitioners did not make space available to an “other” for

advertising purposes, as his professional corporation is an

entity separate and distinct from each of the petitioners.    

Nor is it availing that petitioners did not receive rent for
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the signs.  As ECB has repeatedly held, the absence of the

receipt of money at the time of violations is not a decisive

factor in determining whether an owner is an OAC (see NYC v

Mohammad Harris; see also NYC v 415 89th Street, supra).  Rather,

the crux of the analysis, which is present here, is whether the

owner making space available for advertising to a separate

entity.     

Petitioners’ arguments that they are exempt from OAC

liability because the signs are accessory use signs and that the

fines imposed for the violations are excessive - alluded to by

the dissent - are unpreserved (see Matter of JT Tai, 85 AD3d at

435) and in any event without merit (see Matter of Contest

Promotions-NY LLC v New York City Bd. of Stds. & Appeals, 116

AD3d 446 [1st Dept 2014]; OTR Media Group, Inc. v City of New

York, 83 AD3d 451, 454 [1st Dept 2011]).  Further, these

substantial civil penalties were created to coerce compliance

with the outdoor advertising rules, and petitioners had the

ability to mitigate the accrual of the fines by immediately

removing the signs (see 83 AD3d at 454).  Notably, ECB asserts

that petitioners continued to advertise Ciafone’s law practice

even after the notices of violation were served.  Contrary to the

dissent’s intimation, the mention of petitioners’ continued

advertising is raised not with regard to whether they made space
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“available to others” but in relation to the excessive fine

claim, which appears petitioners did not wish to mitigate.  

In sum, ECB’s determinations were rationally based and

should be confirmed.

Accordingly, the determinations of respondent NYC

Environmental Control Board, dated May 28, 2015, and October 29,

2015, which found that petitioners engaged in unauthorized

outdoor advertising, and imposed penalties therefor, should be

confirmed, the petitions denied, and the proceedings brought

pursuant to CPLR article 78 (transferred to this Court pursuant

to CPLR 7803[4] by orders of Supreme Court, New York County

[Shlomo Hagler, J.], entered July 19, 2016), dismissed.

All concur except Andrias and Kapnick, JJ.
who dissent in an Opinion by Andrias, J.
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ANDRIAS, J. (dissenting)

Under the majority’s determination, if an attorney holds

title to his own building in a corporate name for tax or

liability purposes, and advertises his or her own law practice,

the “Nativo exception” will not apply and the holding company

will be deemed to be making space “available to others for

advertising purposes” within the meaning of sections 28-502.1 and

28-502.6 of the Administrative Code of the City of New York.  If

the same attorney holds title to the same building in his

individual name and advertises the professional corporation he

forms for tax or liability purposes to conduct his law practice,

the Nativo exception will apply, and the attorney will not be

deemed to be making an outdoor advertising sign “available to

others.” 

This disparate treatment between buildings owned by an

individual who advertises the services of his or her own

corporation, and buildings owned by a corporation that advertises

the services of its own principal, is so unrelated to the

achievement of the legitimate purposes underlying the outdoor

advertising laws as to be irrational, and is, therefore,

arbitrary and capricious.  In either scenario, at one end of the

transaction you have a corporation and at the other end its

principal, both of whom are distinct but interrelated legal
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entities, and it is logically absurd to find that the owner is

making an outdoor advertising sign “available to others” in one

instance but not the other.  Accordingly, I respectfully dissent.

The Department of Buildings (DOB) issued multiple notices of

violations to petitioner corporations alleging that the signs on

their buildings advertising the services of the “LAW OFFICES OF

JOHN J. CIAFONE, ESQ.,” without permits, violated Administrative

Code §§ 28-105.1, 28-415.1, and 28-502.6 and Zoning Resolution §

32-63, regulating outdoor advertising signs posted by an “outdoor

advertising company” (OAC). 

Section 28-502.1 of the Administrative Code defines an OAC

as “a person, corporation, partnership or other business entity

that as part of the regular conduct of its business engages in

or, by way of advertising, promotions or other methods, holds

itself out as engaging in the outdoor advertising business.”   An

“Outdoor Advertising Business” is defined as “the business of

selling, leasing, marketing, managing, or otherwise either

directly or indirectly making space on signs situated on

buildings and premises within the city of New York available to

others for advertising purposes . . .” (emphasis added).  Section

28-502.6.2 provides that “[i]t shall be unlawful for an outdoor

advertising company to sell, lease, market, manage or otherwise

make available to others for advertising purposes space on a sign
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that has been erected, maintained, attached, affixed, painted on

or in any other manner represented on a building or premises in

violation of any provision of the zoning resolution, this code,

the 1968 building code or rules adopted pursuant thereto or to

enter into any agreement for such purpose” (emphasis added).

The violations that apply to OACs are Class 1 (“immediately

hazardous”) violations, for which the enhanced Penalty Schedule

set forth in Title 48, § 3-103 of the Rules of the City of New

York (RCNY) imposes a minimum fine of $10,000 per violation for

first violations.  In contrast, that same schedule provides that

non-OACs that violate the sign regulations will be liable for a

minimum fine of $800 per violation for first violations. 

In a series of decisions, the hearing officers, relying on

NYC v Joseph Nativo (ECB Appeal No. 1000307 [August 19, 2010]),

held that although the signs were not legal or a permissible

“accessory use,” the violations did not rise to the level of

Class 1 because petitioners were not OACs.  In Nativo, the NYC

Environmental Control Board (ECB) held that “[f]or purposes of

the statute, the Board does not interpret making space on signs

‘available to others’ to encompass the display of signs by a

property owner that advertise services of companies solely owned

by such property owner.”  The hearing officers found that Nativo

governed because Ciafone was the principal of the real estate
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holding companies that owned the subject buildings and the

advertised entity was not a different corporation, but a law

office solely owned by Ciafone (see also NYC v Halvatzis, ECB

Appeal No. 1200649 [October 25, 2012] [building owner did not

qualify as OAC where undisputed evidence established that the

painted sign advertised her husband’s and brother-in-law's

business, who also shared ownership of the building]).  While

Ciafone conducted his practice as a professional corporation

(Ciafone P.C.), the hearing officers found that a professional

corporation was not the equivalent of a corporate entity

considered to be a person in law with its own identity because a

shareholder of a professional corporation is personally and fully

liable and accountable for any negligent or wrongful act or

misconduct committed by him or by any person under his direct

supervision and control while rendering professional services on

behalf of such corporation (see Business Corporation Law § 1505).

In decisions and orders dated May 28, 2015 and October 29,

2015,  ECB reversed the hearing officers’ decisions and imposed

enhanced fines on petitioners totaling $380,000.  ECB found that

petitioners were OACs because the buildings were owned by

particular corporate entities that did not own Ciafone law

offices or Ciafone P.C., whose services were being advertised on

the signs.  ECB reasoned that in cases it decided after Nativo,
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it clarified that if the company being advertised and the owner

of the sign are separate corporations, Nativo is inapplicable,

even though there may be an overlapping of principals (see NYC v

415 89th Street, L.P., ECB Appeal No. 1200974 [Jan. 31, 2013];

NYC v Stahl and Stahl, LLC, ECB Appeal No. 1400137 [Apr. 24,

2014]; NYC v Lodz Development, LLC, ECB Appeal No. 1400355 [July

31, 2014]).  ECB also found that there was no reason to apply the

Nativo exception simply because the advertised company was

organized as a professional corporation as opposed to a different

corporate or business form.  The majority confirms these

determinations and dismisses the petitions.

Generally, judicial review in an article 78 proceeding is

limited to whether the administrative determination “was made in

violation of lawful procedure, was affected by an error of law or

was arbitrary and capricious or an abuse of discretion” (CPLR

7803(3); see Matter of Peckham v Calogero, 12 NY3d 424, 431

[2009]).  “An action is arbitrary and capricious when it is taken

without sound basis in reason or regard to the facts” (Peckham,

12 NY3d at 431).  While deference is generally given to an

administrative agency’s interpretation of the statutes it

enforces, when the question is one of pure statutory reading and

analysis, as here, there is little basis to rely on the expertise

of that agency (see Matter of Belmonte v Snashall, 2 NY3d 560
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[2004]). 

Applying these principles, ECB’s determinations that

petitioners were acting as OACs because they were making space

“available to others” does not have a rational basis.  In ruling

that the Nativo exception does not apply in this case, ECB draws

an arbitrary and capricious distinction based on the form of

ownership chosen by the building owner, which is neither mandated

by the language of Administrative Code sections 28-502.1 or 28-

502.6 nor the purposes for which the rules governing OACs,

including the imposition of enhanced penalties, were enacted. 

Ciafone claims that he owned the buildings in corporate

form, rather than individually, for tax and liability purposes, a

common practice in the real estate industry.  As a consequence of

this choice of ownership form, ECB found that the Nativo

exception did not apply and that petitioners qualified as OACs

because the corporations that owned the buildings did not own the

entity that advertised on the sign.  However, had Ciafone chosen

to hold title to the buildings in his individual name, Nativo

would have governed and he would not have been deemed an OAC if

he advertised his own law practice, whether individually or as a

professional corporation.

This distinction in treatment based on the form of ownership

selected by the building owner is arbitrary and capricious, there
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being no substantial difference for outdoor advertising purposes

between Ciafone holding title to the buildings in his individual

name or in the name of a holding company.  In either case,

Ciafone was effectively the owner of and/or controlled the

buildings and was advertising his own law practice, and it is

irrational to penalize him for forming corporate entities to own

the buildings for tax and liability purposes.  Indeed,

petitioners presented evidence that they did not market or lease

space on their properties to advertisers or solicit companies to

place signs on the properties “as part of the regular conduct of

its business,” or “hold[] [themselves] out as engaging in the

outdoor advertising business,” as required by Section 28-502.1 of

the Administrative Code.  Furthermore, the signs advertised the

“LAW OFFICES OF JOHN J. CIAFONE, ESQ.” and the services he

performed; they did not identify or reference his professional

corporation in any manner.

The majority finds that ECB’s determinations that

petitioners qualified as OACs have a rational basis and are not

arbitrary and capricious because petitioners, which are

corporations, made space on signs available to Ciafone’s law

practice (a professional corporation), a separate and distinct

legal entity, and are therefore “others” within the meaning of

statute.  In this regard, the majority states that there is no
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exception under the statute which would permit petitioners to

make space available to others under the factual circumstances of

this case without violating the statute.

However, the majority’s view that the making space

“available to others” requirement is satisfied whenever the owner

of the sign and company advertised are separate and distinct

legal entities is undermined by Nativo.  In Nativo, ECB ruled

that an individual owner who displays a sign that advertises the

services of a company he or she solely owns does not qualify as

making space “available to others for advertising purposes” –-

even though, as the majority notes, individuals, corporations or

partnerships are separate legal entities.  The majority provides

no cogent reason why an individual who advertises the services of

a corporation he solely owns is not deemed to be making space

available to others, even though they are separate legal

entities, but a corporation that advertises the services of its

principal is.

NYC v 415 89th Street, L.P. (ECB Appeal No. 1200974), cited

by the majority, differs from the facts before us.  There, while

the respondent owned the cited premises on the date of violation,

a different corporate entity, which was not owned by the

respondent, owned the restaurant advertised on the sign.  Thus,

ECB found that “despite Respondent's principal’s close ties to
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the restaurant that was advertised, Respondent did not own it and

thus made the advertising space available to others.”

Stahl and Stahl, LLC (ECB Appeal No. 1400137), is also

distinguishable on its facts.  There, the respondent argued that

because it was displaying an advertisement for a related entity,

it was not making space on the sign on its building available to

others for advertising purposes and therefore was not acting as

an OAC.  ECB  found that the “evidence submitted by Respondent

does not, however, show that Stahl Real Estate has a controlling

interest in either Respondent or 76th and Broadway Owner.”

Consequently, ECB concluded that the respondent made space on the

sign available to others.  ECB further stated that “even if

Respondent had proven that Stahl Real Estate has a controlling

interest in Respondent and 76th and Broadway Owner, the Board has

previously found that Respondent made space available on the sign

to 76th and Broadway Owner, a distinct corporate entity, for

advertising purposes.  See NYC v. Stahl and Stahl, LLC (ECB

Appeal No. 1301106, January 30, 2014).”   In that prior decision,

ECB found:

“In NYC v. Joseph Nativo (ECB Appeal No. 1000307,
August 19, 2010), the Board found that the respondent
was not an OAC because he was the sole owner of the
corporations whose services were advertised on the
cited signs and did not engage in outdoor advertising
business as part of the regular conduct of his
business. Here, according to Respondent’s attorney in
her appeal, Respondent did not own Laureate, as alleged
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at the hearing; they were both separate entities owned
by a third company, The Stahl Organization. See NYC v.
415 89th Street LP (ECB Appeal No. 1200974, January 31,
2013), where the Board held that despite the
respondent’s principal’s ‘close ties’ to the company
that the sign was advertising, ‘Respondent did not own
it and thus made the advertising space available to
others.’ Therefore, even under the facts alleged for
the first time on appeal, Respondent was making space
available to others and was engaging in the outdoor
advertising business.”

Here, Ciafone is the principal of and/or controls the

petitioner holding companies.

The majority rejects petitioners’ argument that the Nativo

exception applies, stating that ECB, following its own precedent

(which has not been previously reviewed by this Court),

rationally found that, generally, there is a need for stronger

deterrence where buildings are owned by corporations who

advertise for separate corporations (even if there is overlapping

ownership), rather than when a building is owned by an individual

who advertises for his or her self.  However, this rationale is

not applicable to the circumstances of this case.

The City Council amended the Administrative Code in 2001 by

adopting Local Law 14, which sought to enhance the City’s ability

to enforce outdoor advertising regulations.  An enhanced

enforcement scheme for OACs, with increased penalties, was deemed

necessary for deterrence purposes because OACs were routinely

providing the DOB with false and/or misleading information to
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improperly obtain accessory permits, or installing billboards

without any permit whatsoever, and the existing fines were

insubstantial compared with the revenue being generated (see

Clear Channel Outdoor, Inc. v City of New York, 608 F Supp2d 477,

483-484 [SD NY 2009], affd 594 F3d 94, 100 [2d Cir 2010], cert

denied 562 US 981 [2010]).  Thus, rather than compelling

compliance, the prior lower fines were being absorbed by OACs as

a cost of doing business (id).1  While the majority maintains

that ECB’s reading of Section 28-502.1 to prohibit a corporate

owner from advertising for a separate entity without registration

furthers this goal of deterrence through the strong enforcement

of regulations, in contrast to OACs, which market advertising

space as a revenue source, non-OACs do not engage in, or hold

themselves out as engaging in, the outdoor advertising business. 

Here Ciafone, an individual, was the principal of the real estate

holding companies that owned the subject buildings and advertised

his own services.  Petitioners did not charge Ciafone or Ciafone

1In 2005, the City Council adopted Local Law 31 which
revised Local Law 14.  Administrative Code §§26-259 and 26-262,
as adopted by Local Laws 14 and 31, were repealed in 2008 by
enactment of the New York City Construction Code, without
changing their material provisions.  The definition of an OAC is
now set forth in Administrative Code §28-502.1, and the provision
providing for increased civil penalties for OACs is set out in
Administrative Code §28-502.6. As a result of this transfer,
ECB's penalty schedule for Construction Code violations, which
remains unchanged in all relevant respects, is now set forth at
Title 48, § 3-103 of the RCNY.
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P.C. for the signs and did not market or lease space to

advertising companies or solicit advertisers to place signs

thereon as part of the regular conduct of their businesses. 

Under these circumstances, the notion that corporations are more

likely than individuals to earn significant profits from unlawful

advertising, and will absorb lower fines as a cost of doing

business, is irrelevant.

The majority also states that petitioner should not be able

to avoid ECB’s broad reading by advertising the law office of

Ciafone, rather than identifying his PC.  The majority reasons

that to rule otherwise would allow petitioners to do an end run

around the statute and ECB's broad reading by not identifying the

true corporate structure of the business being advertised. 

However, Section 1505 of the Business Corporation Law,

“Professional relationships and liabilities,” provides:

“(a) Each shareholder, employee or agent of a
professional service corporation and a design
professional service corporation shall be personally
and fully liable and accountable for any negligent or
wrongful act or misconduct committed by him or by any
person under his direct supervision and control while
rendering professional services on behalf of such
corporation.

“(b) The relationship of an individual to a
professional service corporation or a design
professional service corporation with which such
individual is associated, whether as shareholder,
director, officer, employee or agent, shall not modify
or diminish the jurisdiction over him of the licensing
authority and in the case of an attorney and
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counsellor-at-law, the other courts of this state.”

Thus, in terms of his exposure to clients targeted by the

billboards for negligent or wrongful conduct in the performance

of his professional duties, there is no difference whether

Ciafone advertised Ciafone P.C. or his law office.  In any event,

Ciafone advertised his personal services as an attorney at law

and the fact that he may have operated his practice as a

professional corporation does not form a rational basis to

distinguish Nativo.

Although the majority finds it notable that petitioners

continued to advertise Ciafone’s law practice even after the

notices of violation were served, that has no bearing on whether

petitioners were making advertising space “available to others”

in the first instance.  Similarly, the majority’s observation

that petitioners could have avoided the fines had they properly

registered the signs or removed them is irrelevant to that

determination. 

Contrary to the view of the majority, this dissent is not

based on the view that the fines imposed for the violations are

excessive.  This Court has held that the penalty schedule

imposing enhanced fines on OACs is lawful and that the increased

penalties are necessary to deter violations by OACs in particular

(see OTR Media Group, Inc. v City of New York, 83 AD3d 451,
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453–454 [1st Dept 2011]).  Rather, this dissent is based solely

on the grounds that ECB’s determination that petitioners qualify

as OACs is not rational on the record before us.

In sum, according to ECB's interpretation, which the

majority adopts, an owner’s ability to raise the Nativo exception

will rise and fall on the way he or she chooses to structure the

ownership of their buildings.  This choice is often a matter of

accounting or tax planning or liability concerns, rather than a

meaningful reflection of who controls the property or business,

and has no impact on the legitimate concerns underlying the

outdoor advertising rules.  This disparate treatment between

buildings owned by individuals who advertise the services of a

corporate entity they own, and those owned by corporate entities

who advertise their principal’s own services is so unrelated to

the achievement of any combination of legitimate purposes as to

be irrational (see generally Matter of Felice-Zwaryczuk v New

York State Teachers' Retirement Sys., 122 AD3d 1139, 1141–1142

[3d Dept 2014]).  

Accordingly, I would annul the determinations of respondent

ECB, dated May 28, 2015, and October 29, 2015, which reversed the
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decisions of the hearing officers dismissing the Notices of

Violation issued by DOB against petitioners, and grant the

petitions.

Determinations of respondent NYC Environmental Control
Board, dated May 28, 2015, and October 29, 2015, confirmed, the
petitions denied, and the proceedings brought pursuant to CPLR
article 78 (transferred to this Court pursuant to CPLR 7803[4] by
orders of Supreme Court, New York County [Shlomo Hagler, J.],
entered July 19, 2016), dismissed.

Opinion by Tom, J.P.  All concur except Andrias and Kapnick,
JJ. who dissent in an Opinion by Andrias, J.

Tom, J.P., Andrias, Kapnick, Webber, Kern, JJ.

THIS CONSTITUTES THE DECISION AND ORDER
OF THE SUPREME COURT, APPELLATE DIVISION, FIRST DEPARTMENT.

ENTERED:  JULY 19, 2018

_______________________
CLERK
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